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of Transcript Pages for this 
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-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick luster 
E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Notice Of Trial (Uniform Pretrial Attached) John Patrick Luster 
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Trial 
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District Court Bonner User: 
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Current Judge: John 
E. Pandrea Kari Clark 
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Number of Transcript Pages for this 
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Notice of Hearing 
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Decree of Partition and Request for 




on 11/21/2012 03:00 PM: District Court 
Held 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 
estimated: to be held in Kootenai 
00 Pages 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/14/2013 03:00 John Patrick Luster 
PM) to Clarify Survey 
Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
Notice of Transcript Preparation John Patrick Luster 
Affidavit of John Marquette in Support of Plaintiffs John Patrick Luster 
Proposed Judgment 
Affidavit of Mary E Pandrea In Support of John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff's Prosposed Judgment 
result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
01/14/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this n ... ,~.-.r,n 
estimated: to Clarify Survey Kootenai 
HENDR!CKSO to ...,,.,.,,.,,.,,, P:3trick 
OPPELT Notice Of Substitution Of Counsel 
OPPELT Defendant: Clark, Kari Appearance Richard 
Kuck 
Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
11 8/2014 First District Court - Bonner County User: 
rime: ROA Report 
6 of 8 Case: Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
E. Pandrea vs. 
Date Code User 
3/5/2013 APER MORELAND Plaintiff: Pandrea, Mary Appearance Pro Se Patrick Luster 
MISC MORELAND Declaration of Pandrea Patrick Luster 
OBJC MORELAND Plaintiff Mary Pandrea's Objection to John Patrick Luster 
Based on Clouded Title & Defendant's Failure to 
Provide a True & Accurate Accounting 
MISC HENDRICKSO *******END OF FILE #2*****BEGIN FILE #3****** Patrick Luster 
3/6/2013 MOTN HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Motion for Recosideration of Patrick Luster 
Decision 
MEMO HENDRICKSO Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Motion John Patrick Luster 
Reconsideration of Trial Decision 
MISC HENDRICKSO ****END OF FILE #3*****BEGIN FILE #4******** John Patrick Luster 
3/2013 MOTN for Leave to Withdraw as Patrick Luster 
Record - D. Marfice 
STIP HENDRICKSO Order to Allow Withdrawal as Patrick Luster 
of Record 
NOHG Patrick Luster 
HRSC HENDRICKSO Scheduled (Motion to Withdraw Patrick Luster 
03/28/2013 03:00 PM) Kootenai County 
3 CINF Documents faxed to Judge Luster John Patrick Luster 
3/22/2013 Miscellaneous Payment For Making Patrick 
File Or Record The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Terri Boyd-Davis Receipt number: 0487907 
Dated: 3/22/2013 Amount: $32.00 
3/28/2013 MOTN Moton to Strike Plaintiff's Pro-Se Patrick Luster 
and Request for Appropriate Sanctions 
CINF Document faxed to Judge Luster John Patrick Luster 
ORDR HENDRICKSO Order Granting Motion for Leave to Withdraw as John Patrick Luster 
of Record 
DCHH result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 03/28/2013 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Kootenai County 
GRNT result for Motion to Withdraw scheduled Patrick Luster 
on 03/28/2013 03:00 PM: Motion Granted 
Kootenai 
3 FIRT HENDRICKSO File Returned Patrick Luster 
4/4/2013 AFFD Affidavit of Service of Order Granting Motion for Patrick Luster 
Leave Withdraw as Attorney of Record 
4/5/2013 Miscellaneous Payment For Making Copy Of Patrick Luster 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Receipt number: 0488546 Dated: 
4/5/2013 Amount: $2.00 (Cash) 
NOAP Notice Of Appearance Mary E. Luster 







First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA Report 
-uu,uu,1.hJ Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Second Affidavit of Service of Order 
Motion For Leave to Withdraw as 
Record 





MISC Re-Filed Declaration of Pandrea Patrick Luster 
OBJC Plaintiff Mary Pandrea's Re-Filed John Patrick Luster 
RUiing Based on Clouded Title and 
Failure to Provide a True and Accurate 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Notice of Intent to Re-FIie John Patrick Luster 
Prior Pro Se FIiing 
Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant's Patrick Luster 
Strike Plaintiffs Pro Se 
for Appropriate Sanctions 
Memorandum in Patrick Luster 
Motion for Reconsideration of Trial Ln:::;•c,1.:,,u1 
(Without Argument) 






Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiffs Re-Filed Objection to Based 
Clouded Title and Defendant's Failure to Provide 
a True and Accurate Accounting 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Patrick Luster 
06/19/2013 03:00 PM) Plaintiffs Re-Filed 
Objection 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiffs Re-Filed Moton for Reconsideration 
Without Argument 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/19/2013 03:00 John Patrick Luster 
PM) Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration without 
Argument 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Amended Notice of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
re: Re-Filed Objection to Based on 
Clouded Title and Defendant's Failure to Provide 
a True and Accurate , ,~--~~· 
Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled scheduled Patrick Luster 
on 06/19/2013 03:00 PM: Vacated and 




re: Re-Filed Objection 
Date: 8/2014 Judicial District Court - Bonner 
M ROA 
8 18 Case: -0000835 Current John Luster 
E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
E. 
Date 
5/30/2013 Amended Notice of John Patrick luster 
re: Re-Filed Motion for Reconsideration Without 
Argument 
HRVC HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
06/19/2013 03:00 PM: Vacated to be 
rescheduled Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration 
without Argument 
Kootenai County 
HRSC HENDRICKSO Scheduled 06/13/2013 09:30 John Patrick Luster 
AM} Kootenai County 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration without 
Argument 
Kootenai 
5/31/2013 FIOC File Out Of John Patrick Luster 
6/4/2013 Amended Notice of John Patrick Luster 
re: Re-Filed Motion for Reconsideration 
Continued (Motion 06/14/201 John Patrick Luster 
Kootenai County 
re: Re-Filed Objection 
Amended Notice of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
re: Re-Filed Motion for Reconsideration Without 
CONT (Motion 06/14/2013 09:40 John Patrick luster 
Kootenai County 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration without 
Argument 
Kootenai County 
6/11/2013 AFFD HENDRiCKSO Affidvit of John Marquette John Patrick Luster 
6/12/2013 AFFD HENDRICKSO Affidavit of John Pandrea In of Plaintiff John Patrick Luster 
Mary E. Pandrea's Re-Filed Motion for 
Reconsideration 
AFFD HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Debbie A Gadbaw in Support of Mary John Patrick Luster 
Pandrea's Re-Filed Motion for Reconsideration of 
Trial Decision 
(Without Argument) 
NOFG HENDRICKSO Notice of FIiing of Record of and Legals John Patrick Luster 
MOTN HENDRICKSO Defendant's Motion to Amend of Fact John Patrick Luster 
and Conclusions of Law 
NOHG HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
re: Defendant's Motion to Amend of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law 
HRSC Scheduled (Motion 06/14/201 09:40 Patrick Luster 
Defendant's Motion to Amend Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law 
RSPN HENDRICKSO Defendant Clark's Response to Plaintiffs Motion John Patrick Luster 
for Reconsideration 




















First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA Report 
CV-201 -0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
User: 
User Judge 
HENDRICKSO result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
06/14/2013 09:40 AM: District Court H<>,:::inr,n Heh 
Court Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Kootenai County 
re: Re-Filed Objection 
result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO 
06/14/2013 09:40 AM: District Court 1-<0•C>Fll"\r! He!< 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Defendant's Motion to Amend 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
result for Motion scheduled on 
06/14/2013 09:40 AM: District Court ,-,,:,,=in,,,., Heh 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this no,,r,..,,,.. 
estimated: Kootenai County 
Motion for Reconsideration without 
Kootenai 
Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion to John Patrick Luster 
Amend Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
HENDRICKSO Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Scheduled (Motion 06/26/2013 01 :30 John Patrick Luster 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
re: Motion to Continue 
HENDRICKSO Scheduled (Motion to Continue John Patrick Luster 
06/26/2013 01:30 PM) 
HENDRICKSO Motion to Continue Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion John Patrick Luster 
for Reconsideration 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Reply in Support of Her Motion for 
Reconsideration of Trial Decision 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant's Motion to John Patrick Luster 
Continue Hearing on Plaintiff's Motion for 
Reconsideration 
HENDRICKSO Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Reply to John Patrick Luster 
Support Her Motion for Reconsideration of Trial 
Decision 
result Motion to Continue scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 06/26/2013 01:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Valerie Nunemacher 




























First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA Report 
-0000835 Current Judge: John 
E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
result for Motion scheduled 
06/26/2013 01:30 PM: District Court 
Court Valerie Nunemacher 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 




HENDRICKSO result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
06/26/2013 01:30 PM: Motion to Reconsider on 
Denied Kootenai 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing 
re: Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to file Second 
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 




than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid 
Law Office Receipt number: 0495569 Dated: 
8/20/2013 Amount: $66.00 
John F ( other party) 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
Patrick Luster 
Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Document sent to Judge for review John Patrick Luster 
also, no notice of hearing or order To intervene 
filed at the time of the above motion 
HENDRICKSO Mar/ Pandrea's Motion Leave to File John Patrick Luster 
The Second Amended Complaint and to Add 
Defendants 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Mary Pandrea in John Patrick Luster 
Pandrea's Motion for Leave to File Second 
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 
HENDRICKSO Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to John Patrick Luster 
File Second Amended Complaint and to Add 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff Mary Pandrea's Second Amended John Patrick Luster 
and to Add Defendants [PROPOSAL] 
HENDRICKSO Scheduled (Motion 09/27/2013 10:00 John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to file Second 
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 
HENDRICKSO result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
09/27/2013 10:00 AM: Continued Plaintiff's 
Motion for Leave to file Second Amended 
and to Add Defendants - Per District 
continued to October 25, 2013 1 
HENDRICKSO Scheduled (Motion 10/25/2013 01 :00 John Patrick Luster 
1\/lntinn fr,r I """'""' tn fil<=> ~<:>r-nnrl ••!- ... ,-~. t-· ___ ,,,_ .. ._ *··- ----··-
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Notice Of Hearing Patrick Luster 
Date: 1 8/2014 
1 of 18 




















First Judicial nic,tri,,t Court ~ Bonner County 
Report 
-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E Pandrea vs. Kari Ciark 
Per email from Kathy 
Plaintiff's Motion to Amend 
heard on October 18, 2013 at 
Continued (Motion 0/18/2013 01 :00 
Motion previously scheduled Sept 27 
Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to file Second 
Amended and to Add Defendants 
Kootenai County 
Notice Of Hearing 
Notice of Hearing 




n,::,·r;:,nn<=>1"1t'c: Clark's to '-''"'""",.,.,..,.. 
for Leave to File Second Amended 
Additional Defendants 
Defendant's Kari 
Thornton's Motion to Intervene and Motion For 
Stay 
Notice of Evidence and 
User: 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 




John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's and Patrick Luster 
of Motion for Leave to Amend 
and Add Defendant's 
Payment: For Of John Patrick Luster 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Pandrea Receipt number: 0498635 Dated: 
10/17/2013 Amount $3.00 (Check) 
Order Denying Plaintiff's Re-Filed Motion to 
Reconsider 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO result for Motion to Intervene scheduled John Patrick Luster 
on 10/18/2013 01 :00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 
estimated: Kootenai County 
Thornton Intervenor 
Hc:i:::in,,n result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
0/18/2013 01:00 PM: District Heh 
Court Kari Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for 
estimated: All Motion previously 
27 
Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to file Second 
Amended Complaint and to Add Defendants 
Kootenai County 
Of Hearing 


























First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA Report 
-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E. Pandrea vs. Kari 
Hearing Scheduled 2/06/2013 
J. Thornton's Motion to Intervene 
OPPELT Decision On Plaintiffs Motion to Amend 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Unavailability-
User: HUMRICH 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
12/06/2013 01:30 PM: District Heh 
Court Reporter: Anita Self 
Number of Transcript for this no,~r,r,n 
estimated: J. Thornton's Motion to Intervene 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO result for Motion scheduled 
12/06/2013 01:30 PM: Motion 
Thornton's Motion to Intervene 
Kootenai County 
Motion For Entry Of Final 
Notice Of Hearing 
Motion for Entry of Final 
Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
Patrick Luster 
KRAMES Hearing Scheduled :30 John Patrick Luster 
PM) Defendant/Counter-Claimant's Motion for 
Of Final Judgment 
HENORICKSO Objection to Clark's Motion for of Final 
Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
01/03/2014 01:30 PM: District Court 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
Number of Transcript Pages for this 
estimated: under 100 pages 
Defendant/Counter-Claimant's Motion for 
Final Judgment 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
Heh 
Of 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 01/17/2014 01 :30 John Patrick Luster 
PM) for Entry of Judgment 
Kootenai County 
HENDRICKSO Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Objection to Judgment Motion for Hearing or For John Patrick Luster 
Findings of Facts and Conclusions of Law 
HENDRICKSO Objection to Clark's Motion for of Final John Patrick Luster 
BOWERS 
Judgment 
Pre-Hearing Memorandum in 
Position Regarding Entry of Final 
HENDRICKSO Declaration of John Marquette 
Order Denying John F. Thornton's Motion to 
intervene and Motion for Stay 
John Patrick Luster 







First Judicial District - Bonner 
Case: -0000835 Current Patrick Luster 
E Pandrea Kari 
HENDRICKSO ,-.,,c,:;;,nr,n result scheduled 








HENDR!CKSO Documents emailed to 
Declaration of John 
HENDRICKSO 
Coversheet Pandrea's nc,prnsea 







John Patrick Luster 
Luster 
Patrick Luster 
1/28/2014 Miscellaneous Fax Fee Paid Jason John Patrick Luster 










HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous '-'<>11m,::,ny· 
Paid by: Jason M. 
Dated: 1/28/2014 Amount: 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Final 
Judgment and Decree of Partition and 
Clarification 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea of 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Final 
Judgment and Decree of Partition and 
Clarification 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Debbie A Gadbaw in of 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Final 
Judgment and Decree of Partition and 
Clarification 
Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Motion for Attortney Fees and Costs John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster HENDRICKSO Plaintiffs Memorandum of Costs and 
Fees 
Memorandum in of Plaintiff's for John Patrick Luster 
LJ.Hnrrl<a>\l Fees and Costs 
HENDRICKSO Pandrea's Affidavit for Costs and 1.Hrr,rn,,u Fees John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO 
Plaintiffs Memorandum 
Reconsideration of Final 
Partition and Clarification 
Motion for John Patrick Luster 
,r1n,mo,nt and Decree of 







































1-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E. Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Defendant's Motion to Disallow ;:;rr,,rn,<=>Hc:: 
and Costs to Plaintiff Mary E. Pandrea 
Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion to John Patrick Luster 
DisaUO\"J Attorneys Fees and Costs to Plaintiff 
Mary E. Pandrea 
Miscellaneous Payment For Making Copy Of 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Terri Boyd-Davis Receipt number: 0002884 
Dated: 2/24/2014 Amount: $7.00 (Check) 
John Patrick Luster 
Miscellaneous Payment: For The Same John Patrick Luster 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid 
Terri Boyd-Davis Receipt number: 0002884 
Dated: 2/24/2014 Amount .00 
Notice Of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
Motion Disallow Attorneys Fees and Costs to 
Plaintiff E. Pandrea to 
Scheduled John Patrick Luster 
Defs Motion to Disallow ilTTt,rn,o,n1<;:, 
Costs to Plaintiff Mary E. Pandrea 
L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or to John Patrick Luster 
Court Paid by: Thornton, John F 
Receipt number: 0003759 Dated: 
3/7/2014 Amount: $109.00 (Credit For: 
John F (other party) 
Technology Cost - CC Paid John Patrick Luster 
John F party) Receipt number: 0003759 
Dated: 3/7/2014 Amount: $3.00 card) For: 
John F (other party) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 3763 Dated John Patrick Luster 
3/7/2014 for 300.00) 
Plaintiff's Response To Defendant's Motion To John Patrick Luster 
Disallow Attorney Fees And Costs To Pandrea 
Change Assigned Judge Idaho Supreme Court 
NOTICE OF APPEAL John Patrick Luster 
Appeaied To The Supreme Court 
3-10-14 :47pm Talked with Kathy (Judge 
Luster's chambers) she stated that the clerk the 
did the hearing for this order {dated Jan 1 
just it in the file and did not fax to us. 
She said that she would speak to her 
re: the matter of not faxing us the copy to class -
order dated 01-17-2014 - Order John F. 
Thornton's Motion to Intervene and MoUon for 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing John Patrick Luster 
re: Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration of the 
and Decree of Partition 





























First Judicial District Court 
ROA '""'''""".,rr 
Case: 1-0000835 John Patrick Luster 
Mary E Pandrea vs. Kari 
Kari Clark 
User 
HENORICKSO Hearing Scheduled 05/02/2014 08:00 John Patrick Luster 
AM) Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of the 
Judgment and Decree of Partition 












03/14/2014 10:30 AM: District Court Hearing Hell 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Defs Motion to Disallow Attorneys 
Fees and Costs to Plaintiff E Pandrea 
Clerk's Certificate 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "ORDER 
CONDITIONALLY APPEAL" 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Filed Objection to Dismissal of 
email from ISC 
rec'd via Idaho Supreme Court 
Clerk Information-appeal suspended 
Affidavit of Pandrea in Support of Motion for 
Reconsideration of Final and Decree of 
Partition 
Clerk Information - Appeal currently suspended; 
pending Order form Court 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "ORDER 
DISMISSING APPEAL" 
Change Assigned Judge 
Defendant Clark's Response to Piaintiff s Motion 
for Reconsideration 
Decision on Plaintiffs Motion for Fees and Costs 
(8 Pages) 
Plaintiff's Reply to Defendant's Response to 
Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of Final 
Judgment and Decree of Partition and 
Clarification and Objection to Facts Not on 
Record Included in Clark's Supporting 
Memorandum 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick luster 
John Patrick Luster 
John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Judge Luster is keeping the file. John Patrick Luster 
File under advisement 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John Patrick Luster 
05/02/2014 08:00 AM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Keri Veare 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration 
of the Judgment and Decree of Partition 
Miscellaneous Of John Patrick Luster 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Thornton, John F Receipt number: 0007391 






















First Judicial District Court - Bonner County User: 
ROA 
Case: CV-201 -0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Kari Clark 
User 
HUMRICH Miscellaneous For Certifying The Same John Patrick Luster 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by: 
Thornton, John F number: 0007391 
Dated: 5/6/2014 Amount .00 (Cash) 
HENDRICKSO Augmented Exhibit from Dated May 2, John Patrick Luster 
2014 for Pandrea's Motion for Reconsideration of 
the Fina! Judgment and Decree of Partition Filed 
February 7, 2014 
HENDRICKSO Letter from Mary E Pandrea to The Honorable John Patrick Luster 
John P. Luster Dated 9,2014 
BOWERS Defendant's Objection to Consideration of John Patrick Luster 
Plaintiff's Post-Hearing 
HUMRICH Remittitur Luster) John Patrick Luster 
KRAMES Plaintiff Mary Panrea's To Clark's John Patrick Luster 
Objection To Exhibit And For Judicial 
Notice 
HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed- John Patrick Luster 
"ACKNOWLEDGMENT OFRECEIPT: 
REMITTITUR" 
HUMRICH Remittitur John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH Cash Bond Exonerated 300.00) John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Decision on Plaintiff's Motion for Reconsideration John Patrick Luster 
TAYLOR Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any John Patrick Luster 
File Or Record By The Per Page Paid by: 
Terri Boyd-Davis Receipt number: 0009389 
Dated: 6/6/2014 Amount $9.00 (Cash) 
HUMRICH Motion and Affidavit for Fee Waiver (faxed to John Patrick Luster 
Judge Luster) 
HUMRICH Order Re: Fee Waiver John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH NOTICE OF APPEAL John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH Appealed To The Supreme Court John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to John Patrick Luster 
Supreme Court Paid by: Pandrea, Mary E. 
(plaintiff) Receipt number: 0011695 Dated: 
7/16/2014 Amount $.00 (Cash) For: Pandrea, 
Mary E. (plaintiff) 
HUMRICH Clerk's Records due 10/29/2014 John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed- "ORDER John Patrick Luster 
CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING APPEAL FOR A 
FINAL JUDGMENT" 
HUMRICH iSC Docket #42333-2014 John Patrick Luster 




First Judicial District Court Bonner County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E. Pandrea Kari Clark 
User: 
E. Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Date Code User Judge 
7/29/2014 CINF HUMRICH Clerk Information - faxed to Judge Luster; Order John Patrick Luster 
Conditionally Dismissing Appeal for a Final 
Judgment and Respondent's Request for 
Additonal Transcript 
8/12/2014 JDMT HENDRICKSO Judgment (6 pgs) Richard Christensen 
CDIS HENDRICKSO Civil Disposition entered for: Clark, Kari, Richard Christensen 
Defendant; Pandrea, Mary E, Plaintiff Filing 
date: 8/12/2014 
8/27/2014 MISC HUMRICH Clerk's Records due 12/2/2014 John Patrick Luster 
8/28/2014 CCOA HUMRICH Clerk's Certificate Of Appeal John Patrick Luster 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment For Making Copy Of Any John Patrick Luster 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Val Thomotn number: 0014028 Dated: 
8/28/2014 Amount: 0.00 (Cash) 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment For Certifying The Sarne John Patrick Luster 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by: 
Val Thomotn Receipt number: 0014028 Dated: 
8/28/2014 Amount: $1.00 (Cash) 
9/2/2014 SCDF HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed- "SECOND John Patrick Luster 
ORDER CONDITIONALLY DISMISSING 
APPEAL RE: FINAL JUDGMENT" 
9/9/2014 BNDC BRACKETT Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 14714 Dated John Patrick Luster 
9/9/2014 for 687.90) 
BNDC BRACKETT Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 14716 Dated John Patrick Luster 
9/9/2014 for 215.00) 
BNDC BRACKETT Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 14718 Dated John Patrick Luster 
9/9/2014 for 516.75) 
9/11/2014 JDMT HENDRICKSO Amended Judgment John Patrick Luster 
CDIS HENDRICKSO Civil Disposition entered for: Clark, Kari, John Patrick Luster 
Defendant; Pandrea, Mary E, Plaintiff. Filing 
date: 9/11/2014 
9/15/2014 SCDF HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed- "RESPONSE John Patrick Luster 
TO SECOND ORDER CONDITIONALLY 
DISMISSING APPEAL RE; FINAL JUDGMENT" 
(Filed by M. Pandrea) - rec'd via email from ISC 
9/17/2014 CINF HUMRICH Amended Judgment filed 9/11/2014 certified and John Patrick Luster 
emailed to ISC; per request 
9/22/2014 JDMT HUMRICH Amended Judgment filed with Supreme Court John Patrick Luster 
10/9/2014 SCDF HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed- "Order to John Patrick Luster 
Reinstate Appellate Proceedings' 
1 0/2014 HUMRICH Statement dated 9/26/2014 from .Julie K Foland .John Patrick Luster 
for transcripts $613.15 
NLT HUMRICH Notice Of Lodging Transcript On Appeal by Julie John Patrick Luster 
K Foland - Court Trial Day One 6/12/2012 and 

















First Judicial District Court - Bonner County 
ROA 
User: HUMRICH 
Case: CV-2011-0000835 Current Judge: John Patrick Luster 
E Pandrea vs. Kari Clark 
Kari Clark 
User 
HUMRICH Transcript Filed Julie K. Foland - Court Trial John Patrick Luster 
Day 1 on 6/12/2012 and Court Trial Day 2 on 
6/13/2012 
HUMRICH Bond Converted (Transaction number 1489 dated John Patrick Luster 
10/16/2014 amount 613.15) 
HUMRICH Notice Of lodging Transcript On Appeal by Keri John Patrick Luster 
Veare - Motion to Clarify on 1/14/2013, Order 
Denying Plaintiffs Motion 10/18/2013 and Entry of 
Judgment on 1/17/2014 
HUMRICH Invoice for transcripts from Keri J. Veare - Motion John Patrick Luster 
to Clarify on 1/14/2013, Order Denying Plaintiffs 
Motion 10/18/2013 and Entry of Judgment on 
1/17/2014; $503.75 
HUMRICH Transcript Filed Keri J. Veare - Motion to John Patrick Luster 
Clarify on 1/14/2013, Order Denying Plaintiffs 
Motion 10/18/2013 and Entry of Judgment on 
1/17/2014 
HUMRICH Bond Converted (Transaction number 1575 dated John Patrick Luster 
10/29/2014 amount 503.75) 
HUMRICH Cash Bond Exonerated (Amount 13.00) John Patrick Luster 
HUMRICH Notice Of lodging Transcript On Appeal by John Patrick Luster 
Valerie Nunemacher - Motion to Reconsider on 
6/26/2013 
HUMRICH Transcript Filed by Valerie Nunemacher - Motion John Patrick Luster 
to Reconsider on 6/26/2013 
HUMRICH Invoice dated 10/31/2014 from Valerie John Patrick Luster 
Nunemacher for transcript of Motion to 
Reconsider on 6/26/2013 - $250.25 
HUMRICH Bond Converted (Transaction number 1585 dated John Patrick luster 
11/3/2014 amount 215.00) 
HUMRICH Bond Converted {Transaction number 1586 dated John Patrick luster 
11/3/2014 amount 35.25) 
1 K-COURTROOMl c 14 
I 
I Mr Kuck 
I 
Pandrea vs Finalize Judgment 
Note 
pres, Mr Kuck pres for Ms 
interviener John Thornton 
t that issue was resolved 
to entertain this matter 1/17/14 1 
material from Ms Pandrea and the 
Thornton. I would ask the courts 
take up on its earlier suggestiong 
so we can argue all of these issues, 
order in this matter entered. 
this morning we were 
through and some of the concerns that Ms 
raised. removed refferences to easements for utilities, we 
actually took that from one of Ms Pandrea's previous we 
tried to use as much of their language as we could to eliminate 
1 
argument We need to address Jon Market survey, I tried to call Mr 
Market is not available until next week. The original judgment 
I included the survey map. We are trying to have court enter its 
l order and the Ms Pandrea wants to argue has to do w/ 
II location of boundary line. 
!i=======ll=====:l===== -· 
02:09:31 PM J We had a lengthely discussion when we were in court last w/ 
Mr Thornton due to claims 





02: 11 :53 PM Ms I listened to every word that was said in the Dec 6th hearing. I -.l1 
Pandrea would like to bring the two maps up that I have so they can be , 
~~~- J 





I can show you the most recent survey done in Oct 2013. There /I 
was an error made it was corrected, it shows the proper H 







ltjd. 111 1s on Parcel I was not pnvy to this new Blahey Map, ii an rea I h d Th · · ht b d d " a was omton 1s ng ecause ee · i'I I j her property goes to the center of the creek and the last survey I 
. . dres in the creek to make it clear. -·-~j 
l K-COURTROOMl 0 . 14 2 
., 
I You filed a page and I reviewed briefly, Mr Kuk just L 
II 
J ~:~:~ved it t~_day. I want to d~-this ~~~\,.,~~,:<~;k is sugg,_e;,:!~9 to 
t;U! I ti:;; \J! I ;::,v 1..,cu 1 1 c.;:,µv, ,._. ,.;,v, , ''"' 
Ms like bring up a few other matters. 
Pandrea corrected These properties that are divided 
J 
sister and I are done on a ratial basis. 
I don't 
need 
can be explained today, I think 
affadavits and get some information 
a 
02:20:40 PM Ms 
Pandrea 
70 feet of property that is Thornton's 




is going to be addressed before court 1;::,;;:,,.ac;::, 
rather do it all at once than piece 
02:22:47 PM Ms 
Pandrea 
by Lance Miller done in 1997, just 
property. Reviews JRS map from 
This was created by a deed that was 
Mr Kuck Thornton. 
the boundary 
I in a surveyor if I can to 
J 
11 
There are some questions that need to be clarified 
bottom line I got a lot of information on this issue 
Kuck. Ms Pandrea found some new information and I 
to give her an upportunity to be heard. We will 
January 1 2014 at 1 :30pm 
We have not received an order denying the motion 
I have to appeal too. Mr Kuck prepared a 







interrupt you, I don't know I have signed a final order 
u have not 
Okay well then I have not signed that final order 
We would like to address the issue on the 17th when I can a 
surveyor here. The only easements that are hysterical and have 
been used as an easement to Thornton property. The thing 
that goes through Thornton's property is an old driveway that went 
to Harry Clark's old cabin. 
That sounds like we are rehashing an old discussion, this is 
not granting any type of an easement across the 
property. is ordered to submitt that order 
signed it to Ms Thornton for approval. 
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ISB #6517 
OF 
1\-IARY E. P ANDREA, et al 
Plaintiff: Counter Defendant 
KARI A. CLARK, et 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintift:. 
and, 
JOHN F. THORNTON~ 
Intervenor. 
THORNTOl'J LAW OFFICE 










OBJECTION TO JUDGMENT 
MOTION FOR HEARING OR 
FOR FINDINGS OF FACT 
AND CONCLUSIONS OF 
JOHN F. t>etrbone, to Intervene in the above entitled action, 
PAGE 01 0 
through his undersigned counsel, hereby objects to entcy of judgment in the above entitled matter, 
and moves the court for hearing to reconsider its denial of his motion to intervene, in the 
alternative, for findings of fact and conclusions of law, on the following grounds: 
l. Petitioner's petition to intervlme is based upon Rule 24(a), intervention as of right, and not 
upon Rule 24(b ), permissive intervention. The proposed judgment descn'bes an easement through 
Petitioner's property, and quiets title to a portion of Petitioner's land. 
2. The court is in factual error regarding the 1975 easement described by Harry Clark, which 
Petitioner can easily prove does not run through Petitioner's property. See Exhibits One and Twq. 
3. At the hearing on motion to intervene, the court ruled that its JUdgment would not affect 
Petitioner's property rights, and charged counsel Richard Kuck with the obligation to include that 
language in denying intervention,. however Petitioner bas not received any denying 
his motion, and is prejudiced proposed judgment prepared Richard Kuck 
OBJECTION TO ENTRY OF Ju'DOMENT -Page 
/03/201 : 05 208-255-2327 THORNTON OFFICE PAGE 02/10 
judgment is 
ID to 
WHEREFORE, IT IS 
THAT the court stay its entry of final judgment in the above entitled matter, and schedule 
an evidentiruy hearing to reconsider its denial of Petitioners motion to intervene as to the location 
of any easement, and as to any deed. quieting title to the Well Piece; or, in the alternative, 
FOR entry of the court's :finding of facts and conclusions of la:w as to the denial of 
Petitioner's motion to intervene~ and, 
FOR such other and :further relief as the court may deem just and proper. 
DATED this ~~day o~n.uo..::)..(3 2014. 
Val Thornton, Attorney fur Petitioner 
CERTIFICATION OF MAlLING 
The undersigned hereby ~es that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was 
delivered as indicated, on the~ day ofJanuaiy, 2014, to: 
MARY P ANDREA 
RICHARD KUCK 




OBJECTION TO ENTRY OF JUDGMENT -Page 2 
01 / 03 / 2014 12:05 208-255-?327 THORNTON LAW OFFTCE PAGE 03/10 
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THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
u t1t•1 1!lllf1 4u,i •~<lh,nt t o mitle• it !IIQr• • !.l1.table !or mo~or 
v•hicUlar ttaftb and tor tha.~ i,yrpoH 1111AY, •dd•;r and Mi• "1ch 
cut•, !!11' ~- !liner ·"curva.t1.1re and uad•cll&np• aa th•y d .. 111 .• 
,· 
n._-;••~ ud at tkdr own •11:ptnH to Illa.in-tab ths saa• in auch 
.=ann•r ar-.d w! 1h .ueb 4Ur.f'aeint: thu·eon •• they 11ay d•cida t'.ro111 
ti.a to ·U.• . · PrOY1d•d, howevu:, that noh u .. i>V. tte pal'ti'es 
' shall not unr"e'&•Ohll;ltl.T intlU:'fere With the UH therttat' by, 'th' 
part:, owning th• tract ov•r which •aid ,:ight, of w.il.Y :proaHde and 
'th• us, or the landt throu&h Which said ta1,,...rtt ·runJJ. JU1d the 
~e shall not exoaod 30 !'aet in w~~th . 
IN WI'PN!SS \fflER!roF,' the partha h,u•eto hs'vo herewito Ht 
th• i~ h~nds and a,&J.8 ~'UIA µa_; and da t ~ fi ~st a bove w~itten. 
. S'l:A.~E OF !.DAKO, ) . . 
-c~ ot SP~ ··· --11"· 
o ·· on tttt... II/{/ "~ ot 
' ~ :C • 
uridarsigned, a N~tar,y 'Pu~1ie r-or ~aid ~~a'l:e~ peraonally_appea.rea 
S'rmEN s. bfURPln: Am/mew P ;· MURPHY, known to me · to b~ the . 
•. r-.r:.sons wno,e fuuffs· arce e1.1ll!!!~.l"ibed 'to the abovo e.1).d f oregoing 
. · · nt, and acknowledged to me that they e;reeuted the same, 
.. ~. . /.p ·. C • 
th ·: · and date last ab • itt.n. 
. ,~ ~N· WI~N!S'! ~01',_ I \av• h<retmto set ,.. l\_Md and •,ai 
t ,,,·;< ··\/': 1·-·m·~~11·~~Pi~-::l:~~~~hir.i:::=~:'21""~=:::o. 
)··. I. 
OP ADA ) 
STA.Tl: OF IiJAOO ; ss. · · , 
On ~ 2afu Jay of Octob!t>, 1975; ~~ me, t:hti! undet.'Signed, i a ~ ruha.= f'e;r, Sll!Lt:~,· ~~y ,ippc=ed IARRY l). ~ . 
~ '1WJST omcm, ~ tx> lJJC to be tm per.gon wmse niffi! is auJx.cribed to t~ 
_; · ·"·· '. ~ f~ing i..~, 'Md _ac.1<n:l~1ledp,;ed to me t hat: he E!l(e:;ute:i 'tl'!e 
'·,' J. ·•· ·•· · .' .. : ,:-~ IN WI'filE:SS WHEREX)F, l" nave·~ Sitt my raI"l!'.! a..vt1, Sal. tl1e 
~-_ Y! ~~e last abJve. wr-itten. 
• ii--
PAGE 05/10 
~- ····- ·· - - ... 
; ;, 
fr 


















THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
,1r:, thr; undcr::i ie;ncd , do her eby approve that certain ~asonent.· 
dr1 tail Au~u~rt 2l. t l975 ;t (.,'!'anting ecces:; ac.t-oas land in trust 
t o 3<!nk of Idaho, ei-an\or , on th@ road described in sai~ 
r;::;::01:w.nt. 'iuch eaf;eroen\ 5ranted to Stephen S. t,iurphy and Michele 
P, L>.ttrpny • h a.ebt'.nd . and wife . 
~fi'tf? ?It?& 
1TA~~ 0~ I~A.~O, ) 
IS6 
county o! Bor.ner, ) 
Cn thi.!J 19th day of '.:iepterabar, l.97$, before ·me, 
:1igned, n ,,otar y public for said State, personally appeared. 
knovrn to IT,~ to be the person whose n.iune is ·, 
to the above and for-I'.' _'o i ng instrument, eµic:t 
she ~x@cuted ·the s;:,.mi;, 
hereunto 
STAT.~ CF l:OAHO, .. ) .· 
,ss ' 
c~unty of Kootenai, ) 
;>.:i.,!:ned , a r!otary Public for said State, personally·i~pe~:"· .:·=~ 
m,;; to be the ~r-son wl'wse ·~: ;i~: ~
. . , . : \ 
su.'b:zcri b-':d to the a bove and :f'or~5 oi ng, i nirtrwnent ; ·and ,, ·· ., · 
COL:9:!,;A!·,, Known to 
t o me that she exccut!!!d tile· ~;..me . 




01 / 03/2014 12:05 208- 255-2327 THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
·i+@!e!'? 
ffi · J'(:i:i~rJ,I.~?11' 111,sU and ent•Nd !nto ti:19 .f#°11td4y ot 
';" . C' • • 
OetoN.io, 197S , by 11nd o,twoon the Bllfa 0.':' l .,/1i::o, fl b~:;;(lng 
eorpeJOation. a, T.Ml•te• of :;he 'tri..•t ot' ff.ii.. •• <! r.~AJ<K, ttlt1 pu'ty 
or the !'1JO•t pat<t t and S'1't.:f!fr.N S. L PHY and Ml<':hi:,L!!. f . dilu :iY, 
WHEREAS# tha pat>tiea c£ tho ~e~ond r ~rt &re toe o~n-Jr5 o~ 
oe~tRin rro~~~tiea in Sn 1/h NE l/~ and S 1/~ Nw 1/4 ins~~. l2 
l' 591l, Jt;!.'', Sode Mel'1di@Jl~ Bonn.,r t?ounty t Id!lbo, and 
Wffifflb:A3, the pir ty or : be !'i.rts t pa.rt h tbe owner oJ: 
tn tbe Southeast ~uartq~ cf Sscticn 
in "he South H&lt' of' Be Ation 1.,. all in Tolil\Sh!r S9 
Range ~ kost$ Boise Marici i sn, Bonne.I.' r.-o l,Ilty , Idsfio, anct 
WHE~li.'t.~., R id propcrt!ei. !!l'e Fresently s'er,v·~ acaess t:or 
1ngres, a.nd ti/µ'f!:1155 over ~ existing private :zoos.a wbieh bas its 
. ' 
begiMing·i~pprO".itimatit}:y J '>O reet Sout:ll li?ld East; c!' t i» clli:1t1ng 
bl'S.~• whieh crosses ,.Pack River a. t it.a junctt...zse witb. t.l'le e:ic:1St1ng 
~ty Road and thenet 8Atend5 Northeriy to ~he .i<Aniksu Bationtu. 
-.l, t"~ the· South l 1!'1e ot tbe N:orther,.t1t ~ta rti,r of said 
,.:, l . 
Section ll, and then~o Ba.aterly over said Foreat property to tn@ 
a£oredeser1bad prop~rties ot: pal"tie s of ~ne second pa~t, and 
tb.rcm!!=b the Westerly p fll't of the propel"t1es ot the ps. :>ties 
~ha · 30,:,;ond par't &:id 1:henoe South and &st~ ly tbrou gb )i nd.'$ 
th3 tlnited 8tate1:1 0 1· AmeriC'a.,. and adlll.in;latered tlr ou5n 
its agencies . to and :;ierv1ng t'bose prooert:l.o:!i or tha l)IZ' ty or the 
rt- ist part· on th~ South .!ialr o!' add :saction l2, anci wh1ell X'oad 1a 
Qsed by the part~ s as t he only feasible aceest cnereto, NOW 
HBHEFCRB 
,. 
Each ~~rt~ dooa ber~~, grent and aon,ey unto the other for 
. • . . l 
the u;Je ~nd bone~1t ot t~eir real. eetate &bove des~ribed a 
' perNEmelnt e1.ti,en,.ttnt, runnj ng wt th t he land, 1n "'Ommtm with party 
of t.h.4! rast p~rt and the benef1dari~s und.&r sa id tI>us t aM the 
pU't1ea of the,•HtsOnd part and e~tencling to tind b i nding upon the 
;z .. ~~ 










1=x+1 18 rr-rwo 
01 /03/ 2014 12: 05 






bdl"s, uatgg and 1uee•a11or11 1n Snhr·:-Af; "' , b41 piu-t1•• b-!Ntc .. 
ntr road and ut1lS.~7 \" ui,,o..;as 0\'!1¥" ~mi ""i<OH tiM f '• ttH -t add 
dttc~1b•d proe•rt1•s .ad along tbe prea•nt •x1~4nv pr1vot• roa4~ 
"l&J' itfoi-••attl, 
i1th•P J'lai-t.1 d tht tr ., ne:xs:•nH 01ay 1.mp.rov• aaic l'Ca Cl 
•• th•J ••J deo111 •xrodiant to m-k e it moc•e .nu.itabJt; £<:r !!le>u,r 
~ .:::::.:~':.:n:.-::::.·:::··~~.::: ~·~.::::~:~·.~~ ~·::.. 
i . 
IIIAM&r and with st:ch as:r·.tac int thereon as tbeJ 111.QJ d e~id~ !'l"Q!ll 
time to t ime . ?rovided1 howevel'.r that aucb ueo b;r tat pai>t1' s 
sh.e.11 not unNlaaonably inte~fare ~1th tlll uso th~roo£ b1 tbe 
p¢~ty 0~"?1ing the tract ove~ wnich snid right or wa1 proceede and 
the Ui!e of the ll nda thraigb wbiob se.ic:i e ·.S61!1!.iJlt runs, and t18 
.aQJl>e .iJhall not exci,od 3(i .fe,;1t in width. 
IM ~l!af2SS W1!'ER1::0P. t be part~ a he~eto ta v$ hereunto set 
tbeil' handa $nd seals the day and date first abOv~ wr1tten. 
....... 
: ea 
O'OUNTY Or' BONNER. 
On tbia .,,Zo:m da;r o~ OQ t i!b er. l 97 S. · before me, tne 
undersigned, a Notary Pub11c ror ~aid ~tate , person.ally appea~ed 
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Plaintiff, Pro Se 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF BO~TN-:ER 








) CLARK'S MOTION FOR 
) JlJDGMENT 
'L.L'"""""'"· a woman ) 
and as Trustee of the Kari ) 
Dated June 21, 0 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) Hearing Date: 
KARI A. CLARK, a woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 









M.ARY E. PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 






January 2014 at 1 
The Honorable Judge Luster 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
PA.NDREA'S OBJECTION TO CLARK'S :MOTION FOR ENTRY OF FINAL 
JUDGMENT 
"'"'"U.LLU, Mary Pandrea, Pro Se, does hereby ..>L"'v•u.u to 





























result from the partition; 
a proper legally described easement 
from the partition; 
two easements Pandrea' s parcel that 
most 
August 





I. Clark's Partition Survey of Oark/Pandrea Parcel I and Parcel Il is Not a Correct 
Legal Description and Purports to Cloud Title in Thornton 
Defendant Clark was ordered to prepare a survey and legal description 
properties (Parcel I and Parcel II) as Ordered by this Court on January 1 , 
division of the 
On, or about, 




















the audio transcript. 
the portion of the proposed was described in 
hearing Thornton refers to amended 
on October 
provided to the court 
latter 
The prepared John Marquette, 
true 
includes property that is owned John Thornton. The original Glahe survey 
that was recorded ( Instrument# 836280) was 
erroneous and did not accurately describe the metes and bounds description of the Thornton property. 
21 #851908). 
22 It would .,,,...,,.,,,,.<>r that John Marquette prepared the Clark proposed survey using information 
2 3 from bogus prepared by Glahe and recorded in 2012. It is un1::.1e.:rr why John J\farquette did 
24 






















was Parcel I 
Thornton, on other hand, was referencing the line that 
divides the Thornton property from Clark/Pandrea properties. The reality is that, as it stands, the Clark 
proposed survey is inaccurate as Clark's proposed property is not correctly descnbed; Pandrea's 
proposed property is not correctly described; and Thornton's property is being deeded away to the 
portion of what is being proposed as the Pandrea property. 
Therefore, Pandrea objects to the current proposed survey as offered by Clark to serve as the 
described properties for Clark and Pandrea as this would cloud title to Thornton's property. 
Objects to the Easement as Described Through the Proposed Pandrea Property 
Pandrea argues that her described easement by way of the already existing easement to 
Parcel II (upper access road) be used for entry in the final order. 
Instrument No. 416381 was recorded whereby the easement to Parcel I and the 
easement to Parcel II were described as two separate easements of record (Exhibit 2) The 
easement to Parcel I describes the driveway to residence on Parcel I, and the easement 










proceedings as the "upper access road". 
Although the legally described "upper road" easement to Parcel II has been in existence 
since on or before 1975, Clark has argued that a foot-trail should be allowed to continue through 
Parcel L even though Clark inaccurately described this as an "existing road". Pandrea argued that 
the primary, well-built, well-traveled, 30 foot easement (including a utility easement) to Parcel II 
I should described as the exclusive easement to Parcel II. 
Pandrea would argue that there is no need for two easements to be described to access 
as Parcel is not land-locked. Furthermore, the existing easement to Parcel II has been 
















or exits across Parcel 
or circle access that 
the spirit of the intent for the 
LJ>t:-:1::u·uu.,"~ Point to Qark 's Proposed 
fff",'>-,{hr>Tlu Described. 
Clark 




a beginning point on backside 
Essentially, this just extends the existing 
easement 
1s unnecessary 
create access way easement. 
an easement across her 
can to 
ends at the centerline 
"upper access" easement 
across 






serves absolutely no purpose as it does not 
other "upper access road" easement_ 
the back entrance would 
members 
11u,;01,rs1.§:te11t 11ith This Instruction, Gark 
'"""-"'""'' Propertv. 
PANDREA' S OBJECTION TO CLARK'S MOTION FOR FINAL JIJDGJ\1ENT -5 
any ingress/ egress 










easement shall not 
from said terminus 
















26 J the 
does Clark propose an easement across property the back entrance, 
proposed easement would be 
Clark Fails to Provide a Description of the Width of the Easement through Pandrea 's 
property and Includes a Utility Easement 
addition to describing an easement that would ex1:1ena the already existing easement for 
fails to provide a 
proposed survey and includes an easement for utilities that would burden 
not describe the width of the easement backside of 





remnants of any foot traffic 




parking lot where Clark is proposing her easement across Pandrea' s parcel to end, this is critical 
information. Furthermore, there is a residence the middle foot area where Pandrea's 
8 caretaker has lived over 20 years. 
9 Clark has included an easement 
1 
area and an easement be "clear 
11 
buildings, structures or other obstructions 
13 
The centerline 











the right to 
growth machinery or other means of trees and shrubbery 20 feet the centerline 
line" (Id). 
This could potentially require Pandrea to remove all buildings on her property, including her 
residence and her tenant's residence! Pandrea' s property overburdened, devalued and dearly 
the easement would impede on her own enjoyment of her property. 
Pandrea is not only objecting to the easement description in its entirety, but also the lack of 
describing the width of the easement and objecting to any right of Clark to reserve a utility easement 
easement dedicated to Parcel II 
via the "uoner access road" alreadv orovides a reservation 
.l. L .,,, ""' 
easement and is other 
residence properties attach to this easement 























CLARK FAILS TO FULLY JJ'"-"iU.....,,l"lcUU'"'-' EXISTING EASEMENT 
..__,_"'._',;.., PROPERTY ASSOCIATED WITH 
I an easement 
instrument 
to II). easement 
runs across Pandrea's property. 
Clark did not provide this easement 




her proposed final legal description 
language and requests that this error 
IV. CLt\RK INCORRECTLY REFERS TO INSTRUMENT #833352 IN HER PROPOSED 
FINAL ORDER 
Pandrea requests on to 
delineated in 
No. records of Bonner 





















intended to use this 
instrument( s) would reflect the description 
prior to 
PA . ._~RE.L\ OBJECTS TO 
THAT ONGOING OR 
Clark's Order 
and judgment is binding and 
(Judgment and Decree Page 
against Clark for slander of title, breach 
properties as by Clark, once, of course, 
number requests this error be and/or 
ORDER 
on 
duty and as a remedy for relief of these 
claims. Additionally, this would impede upon Pandrea' s right to challenge any decisions made under 
this judgment, to bring forward to the appellate court. 
Pandrea would propose this section include the addition of the verbiage ''with the 
exception of any unresolved claims that resulted from the actions of the parties regarding the properties 
prior to the entry of final judgment". Therefore, section of the would read: 
the 
resulted 
























clarify the rights parties to this partition action. 
CONCLUSION 
Pandrea respectfully requests Court review her objections to the final judgment 
prepared by Clark as it fui.ls to properly adhere to the instructions given by this Court to meet the 
partition of real property between these parties. 
this 3rd 
MaryP ea 
Plamtrr:t: o Se 
4687 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208)263-5494 

































4687 Upper Pack River Road 
(208)263-5494 






s TO CLARKS ORDER 
15 Lying 
Southeasterly of the 
Centerline of Tavern Creek 
Instrument #416381 Quit Claim Deed 
Recorded 12/1/1992 
From: Kari Clark and 
To: Robert Lee Wiltse 
Southeasterly of the 
5 
Pandrea Wiltse 
Mary E. Wiltse 
Lying 
Centerline of Tavern Creek 
Instrument #416381 Quit Claim Deed 
Recorded 12/1/1992 
From Kari Clark and l\1ary 




~ My of rioverri.b-er 
ll betwe,~n ~~r:1 
and sep&r&t8 prc:-p~rty~ ~hos~ 
a.:Ji'.! 
11cx 
St&tit ef Waehlri.q::on~ i:.t,I?' 
~a,~ That the ~¥id parti~• ~f th~ flr•t part~ for a~d !J 
c .. );:s i<!erat ion cf the sum of ten DO~,, la_wful money of '::1e Onttei'.1 
s~ates cf .a.rnerlca, co the~ ln h~nd paid :7'"/ the p~rti~~ of the ~econ:3 
p$rtr t~~ reccip~ sherecf 13 hereby acknovl~Qged~ do by the&~ presents 
remiee, release and forever QtrrTC"'.....AIJt ~nt.o the said ~&rties of the 
_second part, ~nd to t.heir t;eirs and ;all t:hat. certaJ .. n tat., piace 1 
or ;;:;a..rc~l cf land, sl.tuat&;- 1 ytng bttlng in sand.paint, 
Bas~er, S~at~ of !(.aho, bou.ttded. and particul~rly describ•d as 
to-'lf1t t 
Tt'..at t,a~tian o! the following descri~ad.. Tract lyih,g 5outhe4~~e~ly 
oi ::.he Cen.t@rlin,§ of Tavern C-reek: 
t :-act: ,::-,f lan;:1 located in Sect 1on l , Tc·t:r-...e:h!p S9: Herth, 
?.&nge 2 W-e:st 1 Bevise Meridi~!'lr Bor.i.Z;er C'cru.n'!:yr Ida.ho, more 
ly de~crib&~ as fcllC"'Eztt 
commlfrncir:g at the S<:r.Jthea~t ccr:ier cf ea id Sect ion l l; 
t:!'lence taort:h o degrees 51*55@ Eas::t:. !!long: the bst. line of 
ld .Sectlr2n a distance' nf l3:Z5~.t2 feet) thence Wef5;t a. 
di~ranc• o! l~i 63 feet to the of b~qin..~inq; thenc~ 
21 d-eg-:.:-~es. 57* !'feet & of 4.t8.04 f£-@t; 
!'lort!'".;. o ::S~g:ree~ 01f2) 11 ~e!ft a d.ir:-ta.ned of 225. 
f ~~t; th-enc~ South 7 O deqrt£~s 01 + l3 ~ ?;&st a C?iflt:ance of 
sc·,;th .it:6 de9:r!!'~• 01 *2.3* l?aJ£t: a. di~tan~e 
scu::h :5sgre-e~ 32~2s• East a. 
thence South Si degrees 25 55• 
.,;.; frwet to ch6 ~esterly right:-o! 
Lhe:nc~ Sou~hwe~terly ~lonQ th~ 
of: t!"le Ccr~t:7 Kn$od to ::h.a thread .of P'ack 
nor:-t.h'F-e!tt.:~rly &lcn1 tha t:br~ad. of ?aiCk :R.1'¥'8r to a 
~ Sc-,.;t:h 27 deg-ret~tt 57 \J8lt E:a.5t. of the po,int cf 
t~;;e~:::~ Horth 27 d<t?grees 57 * 01reo ~est. to thae poir..t cf 
be:gi:ll'.ling~ 
S:1bj eCt t.c Z:-ld re:f'i~r.rir..g .m 30 ~ O foot eaeement .!or a. roa:!1 
ri~h~ of way a....~d utilities mere describer!~• fo11ow~t 
tract o! l&nd tor road eAsement 
Tc,-w;-;E:'l.tp 5,- no=t:h, f!tlngeo 2 ~eet.;, Bolae Her10ian* 
c::v;.1!1t.y, Idaho)' s11i:i road et-:eement: Dce1ng 30 .. 0 !e*t wide: 
feet each 8ide of cha centerline} the ce:::iterlinc being 
fully ,:!e:ftcr!bcl as foll~.s:t 
:::oinntt}E.:".ing at. th@ Sout.he~st corner of said s~ction 
:'.i-ience ~ort:!l c: ~eqrses ss~;s-e Ea.at along th• !?&:st liz-e~ 
£!;aid t1&et.icn & distance of 132S .. t.2 fee:t; thence West a 
:.ii a~ar:cl?' uf 197 a .. 6 3 f e'"e,:; thence ?icrt.b. l7 dt!'gre:HJ S7' 08 • 
wcat: G di~tance of 4.4S ~ 04 feet to the -po-i!'lt of t~eg:in:ning; 
Ol' 17" £!!\St. a distll!lca of 637. Z2 
!eet:; ·the-nee 58 degree• OJt.2:2~ East & distance- of 
JCC~lO ~eet mere or l~~s to th& We&t~rly right~o~~'w&Y of th~ 
Pack River Co1.1i1ty Road~ 
~..at ~--ortion of the following d&scribed Tract lying. Snucheasterly 
t~e c~:terli0e of Tav~rn Creek; 
tr~ct ot land located i~ Section llf ~hip 59 Northr 
Rar:ge l We8-t o! the Bol!!e 1"r*ridia.n1: Bonner CO"t.lllty"' !·~.aJ:io 1 
rrzer"'e fully d~ecrib~ as toll~t 
~or.,;r,.encing a.t t:he: S~Jath C-;;.arter corner of aatd Sfzetion 
th~nce Ncrth oa d~ees ss~JJ• E&st along the ?ior~h~scr~th 
ce~terline of eaid Section 11 a dieta..~ce of l3ll~5J feet tn 
the ;;,olnt. of begirm!n9; thence ?'"<Orth 00 degrees 5S ll" i::aei: 
n distancs of lJlJ.53 feet, thenc$ north !9 degree5 58'35· 
East a diBts.nc• of liH·L 5$ i'.el!!t to tb.11 cimt,;rlinc, of a 
t-he,nr'I'! Sot.r~hveee:erlv &loni2 the cmter11n• cf !!&id 
creek a dhtan;:;e ot ;;pp:r,::odma.tcly 250. oo' feet. l!llid 
being Sou~h { degree8 se•Js• west 11..aista.,c• of 2S4.43 
from th• la~t: c~lle1 point, thenct sout~ 00 degrees 00'40" 
EasL of the point 
57 1 0:,~ Wcat a di:etance :>f 
~~int of b~~ir:.ning. 
'...ESS t.tat: part 
River, 
~-._)GETHER ~i th all a,nd sinqul&r the tene:m~t.Sg, he.radlt~ent:a ~nd 
rtena.r,.ces ther-eunt:o bol:::,nginq or in th~ 
ana ro-ver~icn3 4 rerr~ind@r and ~ 
1-e::s thereof., 
7'G HAVE AfID TO HOW, 
th~ appu:r~e~ncee unto 





'lfl'J;'l!~~- ~~OF, t iave hereunto 
rry r4nd 1t.,d &ffb<:ed !tty effieial 






t:o ll1't to 1* t.he ~riro.u wose 
r~9 1• wl:•crlt:-i'td to- th~ ¥1th.in 
ir.13trume:nt, and to m"' 
that 11u"le 
BANK OF IDAHO, a banking 
of the first part, and 
the parties of the second 
WITh'ESSETH: 
WHEREAS, the parties the sec::onu 
properties in SWl/4 NE and S 
J:Sonm!r County, Idaho, and 
WHEREAS, the party of 
and "'""1l-n1<:.on 
Trust of Harry F. Clark, 
are owners of certain 
R2W, Boise Meridian, 
ow'ller 
Trust in the Southeast Quarter of Section South Half of Section 12, all 
Township 59 North, Range 2 West, County, Idaho, 
WHEREAS, said properties are rmesentlty .,.,,. •. ,",o..n access for ingress and egress 
over an existing private road feet South and 
existing bridge 
Road and thence extends r,.in,rth,.,..-,." National Forest, being the 
South line of the Northeast Quarter said ~ec;uc1n 11, and thence Easterly over said 
Forest property to the aforedescribed properties of parties of the second part, and 
thence through the Westerly part of the of the of the second part and 
and easterly through States of America 





Trust and the 
second part and extending to and binding upon the heirs, assigns and 
successors in interest of the parties hereto, for road and utility purposes over and 
across the parties' said described properties and along the present existing private 
roadway aforesaid, 
such cuts, 
surfacing thereon as they decide 
use the parties shall not unreasonably 
owning the tract over which said rig_ht 
as they 
for 
the use thereof by the 
such 
which said easement runs, and the same shall not exceed 30 feet in width. 
\~lITh1ESS WtffiREOF, 
seals the day and date first above written. 
set their hands and 
BA._,_'l\i-X OF IDAHO, N.A. 
Trustee Harry Clark and 
Edith E. Clark Trust 
By: ~~~~!,.S::L __ _ 
. ss 
On the nn,"1-SJ,F,u- a !'!.lrlW<l!T"U 
MURPHY and L?LA''"'".L.LJ!.L!Ld-'-'.LJ 
'"'"""""'"'~~
0 Vii'nrn.e names are subscribed to above 







NORTHERN LIGHTS, INC. 
P.O. BOX 269, SAGLE, IDAHO 83860 .. .. . PHONE (208)263-5141 
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that we the undersigned, (whether one or more) for a good and 
valuable consideration, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, do hereby grant unto NORTHERN 
LIGHTS, INC., a cooperative corporation (hereinafter called the "Cooperative") whose post office address 
is P.O. BOX 269, SAGLE, IDAHO 83860, and to its successors or assigns, the right to enter upon the 
lands of the undersigned, situated in the County of BONNER, State of IDAHO, and more particularly 
described as follows: 
For an overhead or underground primary distribution powerline and 
powerline, across a portion of the following described property: 
and to construct, operate and maintain an overhead or undergrou~ · and/or 
distribution lines or systems on or under the above described lands and/ - , upon Ol under aU streets, 
roads or highways abutting said lands; to inspect and make such repairs, changes, alterations, 
improvements, removals from, substitutions and additions to its fa ~lties 95 cooperative.may from time to 
time deem advisable, including , by way of example and not by way of limi'bltion , nght to increase or 
decrease the number of ci rcuits, wires, cables, handholes, manholes, connection boxes, transformers and 
transformer enclosures; to cut, trim and control the growtb mach' or other m . ns of trees and 
shrubbery located within 20/10 feet of the center line of said ne or system or that may interfere with or 
threaten to endanger the operation and maintenance of said ine or s m (including any control of the 
growth of other vegetation in the right-of-way w .· ch may incidentally and necessarily result from the 
means of control employed); to keep the easement clear of all bu1kfings, structures or other obstructions 
within a lateral distance of 20 feet from the r of overhead line or 10 feet from center line of 
underground line; and the right to permit the ins on .of communication and other circuits on the poles 
of said electric transmission and distri~ on ~m. 
that all , wires and other facilities, including any main service entrance 
· upon r under the above described lands by the Cooperative shall remain the 
ve, removable at the option of the Cooperative. 
RIGHT OF WAY EASEMENT 
WO# 
Loe ID: 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, The Grantors have set their hands and seals this ---------day 
of , 2013. 
~---------------------
*---------------------
STATE OF __________ ) 
ss 
COUNTY OF _________ ) 
I. -------------- Notary Public i and for the State of----.~-----
residing at ____________ _ ado hereby certify that on this day, personally 
appeared before me--------'-------------------- known to me to be 
the individual(s) described l'iiand who_executed the - in instrument as their free act and deed for the 


















a single woman 
as Trustee Kari ) 





MARY PA-11\JDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A ) 




PRE-HEARING MEMORA.NDUM IN SUPPORT OF HER POSITION 
FOR ENRTY OF FINAL JUDGMENT 











to amend her complaint to add 
her relief for ill 
are not already barred'' 
section once a 
interested in 
and against all such parties and 
were served by publication, and against all persons 
over 
during, and after, trial 
acres remams 
claims in "a separate lawsuit; 
on to 11-27-
been 
were unknown, summons 
or 
against all parties having unrecorded deeds or liens at the commencement action (L 
536/ 
Since additional claims would be barred under Idaho 
recourse for pursuing these claims therefore resides with 
I. §6-536, Pandrea's 
appellant procedures whereby "an 
appeal as a matter ofright may be taken to the Supreme Court from any final judgment, as 
defined in 54(a) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure'' Appellate Rule I I. 
requested both parties submit for consideration final 
the entry of a final judgment in real 







ease recognizes two 
easements necessity. 
Both types of implied easements 
two or more parcels. Such easements are founded on 
a 
Idaho 333,335,629 P 2d. I 
V. 
to 
parcel X and s 




. easements by 
original tract 
"lands should not 
Brick & 







reason to describe an easement 
to 
"upper road" easement 
not depend on a second easement 
It is not necessary to describe a easement as 
access road") is an 
County Road. Therefore, Pandrea's position that Clark is 
access by 
adapted in 
easement that runs with her property 
final partition judgment. 
L Clttrk Cannot Establish an Easement by Necessity 
easement out of necessity. Claiming that 
PLAINTIFF'S PRE-HEARING MEMORANDUM N SliPPORT OF FINAL 
lane; through 
way of Pandrea's 
access 
be to provide more 
II is 
access options for 
easement access (by way 
no more than one 










1S origin and is supported the rule of policy that 
principle 
Road) 
of the grant or or surrounded bv his lands or 
~ ~ 
his and those of third persons. there 
implication, a way of necessity across the premises 
an easement across must prove 
estates: easement 
1 Idaho 717, 
prove an easement implied by necessity, 
for the easement. 
536 ( l 
L l 
at 2 0, 
(Ct.App. I 
claimant must show even more: 
of the easement at the time severance as well as -great present necessity the 
easement. Bear Water Ass 25 Idaho at P.2d at 536. In it was 
detennined that "where an existing road provided ready access to the subject property, the 
easement ii:as not reasonably necessary" Akers II, 14 7 Idaho at 46, 205 P.3d at 1182. 
Clark's existing easement clearly provides ready access to her property as it is 
to her property. This easement is feet wide, maintained, connects to 
the same as Pandrea' s property includes an easement for which 
owners already established. 












dominant estate to 
Ass 125 
necessary to the 
at 725, 874 
72, 501 P.2d 1383, 1387 (1 Davis v. 
(1 l ). 
the 
access 






""·'-'"··~" to be permanent; 
(1 













severance. at trial even 
that not even enter 
vvas no reasonable implied easement severance, nor 
lS 
Similarly, Clark access easement directly 
connects not landlocked, 1s no 
a Pandrea's old pasture, 
a road does not exist as IS to establish 
an easement by implication. 
case Supreme upheld the Court's 
decision that case a dirt 
years, at severance Thomas was 
usmg at least twice a day to access was sole access 
,.-
0 
feedlot, to to 142 







Clark crosses property and Pandrea's 
ingress via the "upper road" or by 
"upper road" which is already in 
order regarding the petitioning 
21 
once a year at 
through Pandrea · s 
should be the easement adopted 
'Proposed Secondary Easeme11t Would Violate Pandrea 's Right to Quiet 
rn,,nm011P1'1TO/ Her Property Under Idaho Code §52-101 Idaho Code §52-107 
1s a common 
quiet enjoyment a 
to their quiet enjoyment ofland. Clark's behavior and activities have 
serve as a nuisance to Pandrea. 
The facts case have certainly been inconsistent these two parties, however, 
on two elements of this case; 1) that I and Parcel II can no 
by Clark and Pandrea and, (2) similar to the properties, the families have 
Both parties agree to these facts, however Clark insists on creating a footpath through 
Pandrea's residence that would only serve as an antagonistic perpetuation of behavior that would 
prohibit Pandrea from quietly enjoying her property. 
incident that has occurred on Pandrea's property has as a result of Clark 
realistically evaluating the future impact proposed easement through 










218 P.2d 695,698 (1 
P.2d 456, at page 460. 
post-trial brief that 


















an easement it is 
to 
or 
not only the r,r,,...,Prr,c>c 
not only unnecessarily 
nor 
mere 
easement across Pandrea property is to 
that has propagated a to 
nrr,nr>rnr without harassment and f'>"'1e-n1r,,, It would stand to reason that 
issue be paramount consideration for a 
CONCLUSION 
Pandrea reiterates her proposition that the existing easement to Clark's property should 
be rr»wu-,,,.,..,,,; the only easement and would pray that this Court agree "vith Pandrea's position in 
final judgment. 
DATED this l 2014. 








Plaintiff, Pro Se 
4687 Pack River 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208)263-5494 








PRE-HEARING MEMORANDUM 1"1 SUPPORT OF 
Jan 6 2014 5:20PM RI 
.,,,,..,~,,._, K. Kuck, ISB #3875 
RICHARD K. KUCK, PLLC 
408 A venue, Suite 205 




as Trustee Kari A. Clark Trust UJA 
MARY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE 






1. I am John Marquette, I am over age 18 years, competent, and make this 
2. I am an Idaho licensed Professional Land Surveyor, License No. L-7877. I am 
3. The p-urpose of this declaration is to provide clarification to the Com1 regarding 
various changes in the surveys I have performed and to specifically address the most recent 
concerns and objections made by Mary Pandrea. 
4. 1 have made some changes to the survey and 
Court with the 
f'. 1 
an 16 2014 5 20PM RI UCKPLLC 20868 337S 
2014. true copy 
UD(lat~~ survey is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
5. In 2012, I was initia11ybired by Mary Pandrea to perform a survey of the subject 
property, which I did. 
6. In April 2013, I was then hired by Kari Clark to perform. another survey based 
upon a later Order of the court directing that the property be divided :in a manner other than that 
sh.own in my previous survey conunissioned by Ms. Pandrea. 
7. Since the time I prepared the original survey fur Kari Clark, I have had to make a 
number of changes to the survey after additional information came to light. First, because Mary 
1-",,,,.,.n,.,,., bad me survey Parcel II and not include in the she hired me 
to was the mistaken belief that the survey I was performing Kari Clark was 
not to include Parcel L I prepared a second survey for Clark to rectify this and include both 
parcels. That resulted in an increase in the size of the property being partitioned. 
8. Recently, more information has come to light, requiring additional cllanges. I 
have been made aware of concerns ar'..d objections filed on January 3, 2014 with this Court by 
Mary Pandrea in her "'Objection to C1ark's Motion for Entry of Final Judgment" ("Pandrea 
Objection''). After consultation with counsel for Kari Clark and to the extent I, as a professional 
surveyor, consider Ms. Pandrea's concerns and objections valid, 1 have made someclumges to 
the survey and they are reflected in the survey (Exhibit A) attached hereto. 
9. Boundary line between Thornton property and Pandrea/Clark prqpert}'.: l have 
adjusted the boundary line between the properties as explained in further detail below. 
a, When I had initially prepared my survey, I had relied upon the boundary line 
shown by a survey Thornton had Ohme and Associates prepare for him in 
Jan 5 C RDKKUCKPL 
2086673379 
surveyor me and informed me he 
A true and correct copy 
2 was ru:nen,iea from to show a portion 
boundary """''"'~·~ and .. ~·-·~,~ as it relates to the centerline 
Tavern 
when 
t)e(:an:Jte aware of this u,uuu,,,n 
JCu,nU.JU.Jll and while in the i)'r(i~IS, 
ran u:ru,ecorcLed survey Lance Miller 
Mr. 
me a copy A true and correct copy 
attached hereto as Exhibit C. Mr. Evans provided me with a copy 
deed, which the boundary change. The deed he provided 
me was a QuitcJaim Deed from Val to Thornton, Instrument 
#696510. A true and correct copy of this deed is attached hereto as Exhibit D. 
Because deed was from Thornton to I was not sure the validity 
ofit as it concerned a conveyance of property. I consulted with Rich Kuck and 
we oe,c1aea.. based on this information, no c.1ta.ni;;es t:o the survey were 
warranted at that time. 
b. The decision to incorporate this change line was made after the 
hearing on Janua.cy 3, 2014 and a further review of deeds, of which I had not 
previously seen. conveyance of the along Tavern Creek to Thornton 
\Vas by a review offae Robert Wiltse (Pandrea's 
an 5 20PN R LC 
7S 
a in the total acreage 
betvveen Clark and the western end of the dividing line 
to be s'WUllg approximately 9.8 feet. 
true and correct updated legal description 
is attached hereto as Exldbit E and it reflects the following 
to 




the The easement description is not a reflection 
any way that I not believe this to be a valid easement since the easement is 
described Instrument No. 226223 (deed to Pandrea of Parcel I) and the 
for Pandrea and Clark in the Wiltse to Thornton Deed. 
11. Clark Easement Across Pandrea Paroel: A true and correct copy oftbe updated 
legal description to the Easement is attached hereto as Exhibit F. I have changed the 
aes:cn1011c1n of the Clark Easement in t'wo respects as follows: 
a. I have reflected that its beginning point is the boundary between the 
Thomton/Pandrea parcels. It has also been extended slightly at the ending point 
due to change in the boundary line between Pandrea/Clark as discussed in 
Section above. 
Marquette - Page 4 
Ja 16 2014 5:20PM Rir 
have.._, ...... ,., .. """"' 
ground as follows: 
at Tavern Creek." 
LLC 2ossc;73379 
easement as the 
feet wide most areas and eighteen (18) feet wide 
c. the approval of Kari Clark's counsel, I have removed '"utilities" from the 
easement description. 
Other Changes: On January 10, 2014, I provided Pa.ndrea with an updated survey, 
which reflected the above-discussed changes. On January 14, 2014, I received a letter from Ms. 
Pandrea in response to my updated survey in which she raised additional concerns. I discussed 
her concerns with counsel for Kari Clark and have made the following changes to the attached 
a I changed the heading of the easement 
DESCRIPTION TO CLARK". 
b. I have changed the Instrument No. of the Thom.ton property to #525386 (the 
Wiltse to Thornton Deed) rather than #696510 (the Thornton to Thornton deed). 
(I did not previously have #525386 in my possession but I believe this is the 
better deed to reference.) 
13. Pandrea Legal Desgiption: A tri.ie and correct oopy of the updated Pandrea legal 
description is attached hereto as Exhibit G. I did not make other changes requested by Ms. 
Pandrea in her January 14, 2014 letterto me for the following reasons: 
a. Although l\,fs. Pandrea objects to the "Easement Note" contained on the survey, r 
disagree vvith her assertion that merely referencing the Thornton property is 
improper. The "Easement Note" simply explains the easement already contained 
in tecorded documents. It does not convey property in any way nor is it included 
Declaration of Joh_n Marquette - Page 5 
p.5 
a S 20 5 20PM R 





... Subseq~t deed. Instrument reserved this same 
h"'1'tP'flt of the remainder of Instrument No. deeding 
Ms. Pandrea has asked me to include an easement to across the Thornton 
uu,,i"""'"" the Thornton 
parcel,. I have not 
In keeping with the Court's direction to 
propeI1ty in legal descriptions to the Pandrea md 
I 
eitherofthe~~?~-·•'desCJrwtions. 
penalty of perjury pursuant to the la:w 
that the tori::go1:ng is true and correct. 
DATED: 
6 
Ja 4 20 RI ARDKKUCKPL C 
Pandrea 
4687 Upper River Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
[ J Hand delivered. 
[ ] Overnight mail 
RICHARDK PLLC 
Q:;\Q lJ~l~ C~b&O 
BiUieJo Campbell\ \ 
Legal Assistant .J 
2 ~ 3379 
Jan 16 2014 5:20PM RICHARD KKUCKPLLC 2086673379 p . 8 
EXHIBIT 
t A 
Jan 1 6 2014 5:21PM Rir.4ARDKKUCKPL LC 20868733 7 9 
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BASIS. or 8EAR1NOS; 
&L"i:s...._. i«-f Jlllt ·W81' UPON 
SITE SURVEY 
FOR ROBERT WILTSE, SR. 
LOCATED IN A :PORTION OF THE SEl/4 OF SECTION 
TOWNSHIP 59 NORTH, RANGE 2 WEST, .BJ(., 
BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO. 
11, 
NORTH 
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Ja n 16 2014 5:22PM RI,..I-IA RD KKUCKPLL C 2 08 f! i:;7 3379 
696&10 
For VaM lbx»ived VAL. tliOkN'l'ON, q,o,= of John F. l'llo-, <lo hemly cottYeJ', ....ie.e, l'Cmise 111d 1or,o...,. .. t.clolm mrto 
JOHN F. THOJlNTON, AS HIE SEPAIUTJ! PROnRT'II". wtioo,, ~ adc:111,:u is ~ D- Pffk Rini' Roa4, 
Saadpoial. ID ._.., iw ibUowin& delcribcd~topll,cr ..vi!b my lfta" atqUired tille, Ill wit: 
lflflether lllidl lheir ·~ 
ean.i:O \ \ 1.--!> \~ _G. 
Vil THORNTON 
STATBOFIDAHO 
COtl)ITY OF BONNER 
0.. !Ills ~ dlQI cf' .IANllA.ll.Y, %906, llc4bN 
~ a ~ PUblic lt 11111d li>r "'6 aid Sade. ' 
p-11y appeared VAL TUORNTON imown « 
ldamlied ID - t,o b<o 'Chi ~) wllOle ...u,(1) nhn 
IUlac:ribo:l to !IMO Widata imuuzaelltmd ~..,-
Iha he/9hellliey ex.ecutod die same. 
In wilnca Whan,o( l have 11..-Ht Ill)' aad. and afl"m,d 
my of!icial seal Ille day .,d in lili5 flnit abcwe 
wrirtft. 
DATA: 
p . 11 
I tMf i{~•i 
r r r
1
r r r r, r r r f 1 ; r r r r r r I Ii 
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208 ~733 
DESCRIPTION • CLARK ~ 10.423 ACRE TRACT 
A tract of land situated in the Southeast Quarter {SEl/4) of Section Eleven (11), Township 
it"tu-n,,..,.,. (59) Range Two West of the Boise Meridian, Sonner Idaho; being 
a portion of that in Instrument No. 396781; more particularly described as 
Beginning at the northwest corner of said SE1/4, which is marked on the ground by a r 
brass cap stamped PE the north line of the SEl/4, N 899 58'35" E, 1003.87 
feet to the centerline thence, leaving said north line and along said centerline the 
following Three 103.74 feet; thence S 29 .. 42'32" W, 93.41 feet; 
thence S thence, leaving said centerline S 00~00113" E, 18.02 feet to a 
S 00"'00'13" E, 116.74 feet to a 5/8" rebar, which marks on the 
described in Instrument No. 389489; thence, along 
''"'"'""""""" in Instrument No. 389489 the Two (2) 
.,.,...,,,,.,.,,..,.. Tn,:;nr:i:,. S 
was to exist 
thence, along the thread river the following Five courses: N 13'"48'51" E, 
103.04feet; thence N 03"30'35" W, 56.87 feet; thence N 08"'08'32" W, 123.52 thence 
N 21"08112» W, 73.68feet; thence N 4r11'16" W, 115.48feettotheintersectionwith the 
west line of the SE1/4 of Section thence, leaving said thread of the river and along said 
west l!ne N 00"55'33" E, BS.02 feet to a 5/8" rebar and plastic cap stamped Pts 7877; thence, 
continuing along said west line N 00°55'33" E, 231.08 feet to the POINT Of BEGINNING, 
encompassing an area of 10.423 acres. 
EXHIBIT 
I E -
P. i 3 
Ja S 2014 5 22PM RirYARDKKUCKPL c 
20 37S 
EASEMENT DESCRIPTION • TO CLARK 10.423 ACRE TRACT 
An easement for ingress and egress in the Southeast Quarter (SEl/4) of Section Eleven (11}, 
Township Fiftv*nine (S9) North, Range Two (2} West of the Boise Meridian, Bonner County, 
Idaho, being the width of the existing road, Ten (10) feet wide in most areasJ and Eighteen 
feet wide at Tavem Creek. the centerline of which being more particularly described as 
follows: 
Commencing at a point on the north line of said SEl/4 which is N 89"58'35" E, 192.12 feet 
from the northwest corner of the SEl/4; thence, leaving said north line in a perpendicular 
direction S 00*01'25" E, 1206.24 feet; thence, parallel to the north line of the SEl/4, 
N 89~58'35 "E, 735.50 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING; thence, along the centerline of the 
existing road the following Eighteen (18} courses: N 53°36'45" W, 14.68 feet; thence 
N 51"45'14" 127.78 feet; thence N 11°36134" W, 60.72 feet; thence N 2r17'41" W, 46.23 
thence N 41"06'08" W, 65.01 feet; thence N 37°00158" W, 123.36 feet; thence 
N 48"25'01" 39.22 feet; thence N 68"04'12" W, 33.29 feet; thence S 88°47'17" w, 50.82 
feet; thence S 72"'13'13" W, 61.82 feet; thence S 89"01 '10" W, 39.41 feet; thence 
N 80"35106" 91.70feet; thence S 45"'20'45" W, 62.42 feet; thence S 7S"06138" 20.35 
feet; thence N 67"44'51" W, 41.20 feet; thence N 45"19'28" W, 56.10 feet; thence 






16 4 5 22PM RJ CKPL C 
DESCRIPTION - MARV PANbREA 
land situated in the Southeast Quarter 
Two (2) West of the Boise M;:,,rini:::in 
nn,et-iri,n of described In Instrument No. 396781 and a 
Instrument No. 226223; more particularly as to11101111s 
nm,m,:>nr,,na at a on the north line said 
the northwest comer of the SE1/4; thence, leaving said north 
S E, 429.57 thence, parallel to the north line of 
feet to the southwesterly comer of that parcel described Instrument No. 389489 
and TRUE POtNT Of BEGINNING; thence, along the line of 
Instrument No. 396781 the following Four 
thence S 59"'39'23" E, 205.36 feet to a diameter 
thence S E, 223.83 feet to the most 
Instrument No. Is marked on the 
.,,,.,r.,rm line and the northwesterlv line of that 
:>L;;,;;,o'o, and shown on Record of Survey, Instrument No. 
256.10 to a 5/8" rebar and plastic cap PlS 
N 18"17'12" 68.13 feet to a 5/8" rebar and plastic cap s1:am1:,eo 
the centerline of Tavern Creek the following Four {4} courses: :S 49"40'51" W, 27.86 
thence S 27$8 feet; thence S 40"48'08" 36.23 thence S 14"53'30" W, 
11.52 perpendicular to the thread of the Pack River S 07"37'27" 7 .69 feet to 
River as it was found to exist along the of 
the river the Five (5) courses: N 82"22'33" thence S 
82.63 feet; thence S 34"06'14" W, 35.49 feet; thence S 
S 58, 15 feet; thence, leaving the thread of 
to a corner of those parcels described in Instrument No!s ....... ,.., ... , ...... 
is marked on the ground by a 5/8" rebar; thence, aleyng 
r10..,.-.. ,t,""1"f in Instrument No. 's 573372 and 3967&1, S 
River as it was found to exist April 22, 2013; thence, river the 
tnli'nwina Four courses: N 11 "40'08" W, 121.08 thence N 03'"56'40" E, 107,50 feet; 
thence N E, 97.39 feet; thence N 13"'48'51" E, 33.70 thence, leaving the thread 
of the river N 63"'18'32" E, 715.77 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING, encompassing an area of 
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on for stay. Submit to 
Proceed 
Our witness was no a a1lable He 1s o here. Refers to land 
diagrams and charts, evision 6 of e survery. We don t really 
care about this bo om I eon the oundary line. Tavern creek. 
We elected to absorb tha s an reas property size will not 
change just a porf on of prope has changed Pandrea parcel 
will be parcel one. Clar a ce ~ill e arcel 2. Mr arquett did 
ot see a problem Rev< s1on 6 s a ccep ab e rev1 ,on to all 
parties. Ms. Pandrea has obJeC'e to easement issue . There 1s a 
change to easement. 
Mr.Kuck said that after this most recent change that there would 
be no changes but there are c anges o both p operties Both 
parcels have been adjusted. 
I have read all your objections. 
Reads statement to court. I brought o proposed mal judgments . 
today I have read r. Marquett deposition. Most issues have 
been resolved . The easemen is the issue. Right of ay to my 
house driveway to my house, dnveway has been used for over 
20 years. I want my ne deed to include the same easment that 
has existed. It impacts me and also Northern Light Utilities. Reads 
statement regarding second easment. It has been a long process 
and I will continue to argue m point. The new easment 1s in my 
front yard, a few yards from my house. Refers to map. Refers to 
easment lines. Ms. Clark comes once a year to visit her fa hers 
grace and she brings all her m itee and they go through my front 
yard. She a good easment as i stands 
Back on the record 
I have looked at the oposed j dgmerts and e are bac to the 
same old issues. e are not crea mg a e easmenf. . There 1s 
nothng new that is going to happen. There will be 2 parcels 
created and sepera e owne ship We are simply continuing the 
easment that my clien al ea has Asking court to adopt o r 
of. tk.,COURTROOMl (' 'l 7/2014 Page 2 of2 
Judge 
03.34 18 P END 
·. judgmen . We will need to prepare son1e judic23l deeds. 
We are read/ to ado t e firial prirtition order Ms. Pandreas 
rights for appeal have been pre!:ie1 t:d. k.11u , 1 . Tl nJ ,to11 'id5 
pending issues. There has been alot of discussion from s. 
Pandrea regarding easments. The easment has been es ablished 
by some other operation of the law. I will take this UNDER 
ADVISEMENT 
P rod ced by· FTR Gold 
WWW. fortherec6rd.com 






PANDREA, a single woman 
and as Trustee of the 
and Mary A. Pandrea 







































































MARY PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually as Trustee of the Kari A ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable 






JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF 
PARTITION AND CLARIFICATION 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION FINAL JUDGMENT AND 
DECREE OF PARTITION AND CLARIFICATION 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTITION-I 










DA TED this_,__ day 




































) MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
OF FINAL JUDGMENT AND DECREE 
OF PARTITION CLARIFICATION 
2 I, l ) 
Co unterc laimant 
) 
MARY PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually as Kari A 
Clark and Mary Pandrea Revocable ) 















am over years 
I make affidavit upon personal knowledge. 
. 1944, my father, Harry Clark, a married man, purchased 
contract from H. Simpson, property in the 11, TO\\,nship 59N, Range 
2\\, in Bonner County. Idaho; filed in Bonner County on 
In I my began 
had ~~-,-·-· a 
improvements 
a 
house on a bench 
land. Also, that year, he the floodplain below which 
constructed a driveway along the Pack over Tavern to gain access to the 
mortgages. one in March, one in Road from home. That same year he took out 
. and one in December. In each of these 
referred to as the 'Clark Farm or Ranch.' 
is mortgaging crops on lS 
5. Construction of the driveway required that a bridge be built over Tavern Creek. 
our 
a log and earthen 
approximately 
well over 
MARYE. PANDREA AFFIDA VIT-2 






9. a acres 
2 
owners in Range .m 











swimming ho le in 
m 
to our new home 
did not 
graduating. 
Haro Id and I remained at 
grade school closed in 1955. We both graduated 
and I 
our 




access was by 
to 
m 2012. 
\Vere SIX us 
a 
school in Sandpoint. Both 










in 1980. A survey vvas 




interest in that parcel to me. At 
to the land. Because the majority this 
granted over the road that was constructed in l 955 by my 
2. 
lam! in ,i Tm,t Bank 
I purchased a 5-acre 
to include all 
sat. At that time an easement 




an easement was 
to access 
this easement was 
timber property in 
17. Since I was taking care of my mother and working, I was not able to live on the prope11y. 
At 
discovering vandalism on the property, it became apparent 
would be most beneficial. Thus, over 20 years ago. a 
which he later added a permanent 
established his residence 
house to the edge of the cliff 
across tavern creek, it is just a to 
having someone on 
friend moved onto 






8. 1994, I planned our ever 




not be duplicated. 
In contrast to 
corner 





Bonner County Planning and 




is describing an 
my father·s 





in a constant 
a as 
and planted over 
Department 
to my 




[ would no 
that Kari Clark invites to come on 
Department, 
1s a very quoting Professor Fyfe 
the 
at one describe 













peace of mind. One 
member of an elite group in 
'"'"''"'""'t"'·" Section. 














I am also concerned about that the fmal order that was recently entered will unjustly 
prejudice me in the future. When I spoke to Claire Marley, who is the Director at the Bonner 
Planning Department she told me that I would be unable to further develop my property, 
since f could never get a permit in the future, that the property would be burdened and any 
future possible owner would have to purchase the property with knowledge of this burden, 
before me 













Plaintiff, Pro Se 





) DEBBIE A. "''11<UU 
PLAINTIFF'S 
FOR RECONSIDER,\ TION 
) JUDGMENT DECREE 
KARI A. CLARK, a single woman 
individually and as of the Kari A. 











MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 
April 9, 2002 ) 
) 
Counter Defendant. ) 
) 
AFFIDA V!T OF DEBBIE GADBAW- l 














A. sworn and upon states: 
L Kari A. 
reside in Cheney. Washington. 
I am over the age of eighteen and competent to testify in this matter. 2. 
3. a long history with the property being partitioned between Mary Pandrea 
and Kari A. Clark. 
4. In l I moved my brother to Sandpoint, we 
, Harry I was 5 years at 
and 
5. I lived at my grandparent· s years as it was ill\ 
moved to 
6. grandparent's Jdaho and is on 
5 acre is part property that my mother has been in the partition 
her A. Clark. 
7. I have very special memories ofmy childhood in Pack River, and just as many 
memories of the times I have spent there since, with family and friends. Since my mom was very 
close to both of her parent's we visited my grandparenf s throughout my teen years. I ,vas 
also able to keep many close friendships with people that became part my life when I lived in 
that small community. These friendships continue to this 
8. summers in Pack were at IS 
the on the was a 
many families as it was across from the park at Buck and . Buck and 







I never went 
the 
2 
21 to skid grandfather is now buried on 











held on my Aunt Nellie·s 
fields. 












I went agam m 
this mom Bridge so mom sui~ge:stc:ct we use Grandpa· s 
a reenactment 
was 











own was dismissed one case, is appealing case 
vvas to file her own lawsuit when my aunt Kari tried to steal my mom's property. In 
the lawsuits, my mom endured countless confrontations trying to keep these people, who 
are nonetheless, from entering her property. More than not they are dragging 
people she doesn't even know through her front yard like a Macy·s Day Parade. 
19. Throughout this partition [ have attended all of the hearings after the trial and was 
for the trial. I is being said about my mother and 
a of the lies I 
convinced her surveyor to 
as one that is following an 
been on that 
property. at least annually since l was 5 years l am now 52. I have never. ever seen a 
road on mom's property beyond the house. There is what I a lane that Grandpa used 
to drive his tractor up from the barn on during season, but even if you arguable could call 
that a it never extended pasture area. Anybody that crops, 
whether for harvesting or cattle range, can testify that it is very taboo to drive on these areas. 
Grandpa· s pasture was a necessity for sustaining his cattle and I know from personal knowledge 
it was never used for recreational purposes. Even now, mom has continued to use this 
area purposes by establishing a ceitified tree in grandpa's pasture. morn 
JS about the future of the Pack River and, as a member of the Pack River 
Watershed Council, she is following the council's recommendations restoring and preserving 
Pack planting trees to stabilize the flood area the pasture use to 
DEBBIE 
2 
on mom's to 
the s\vitch back trail save 
to judge. 
where the road ended was around 
photos a plenty on Mom's property; but r 
her shoot on my mom's nrr,nPFf 
she 















A.,"\1) SWORN TO before me this 

























on the a true and correct 
the method indicated below, and ,,r1rh-,c,c•N•rl 
Rirharr1 K. Kurk 
RICHARD K. KUCK, P.C. 
P.O. Box 1320 
408 Sherman Ste. 205 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 8381 320 
(208) 667-3379 
AFFIDAVIT OF DEBBIE Gi\DBA W-8 
US Mail 




Mary P,. drea 
Plainti ·. Pro Se 
4687 Upper River Road 














Kari A. ) 
) 
) 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS-I 
is 
































Richard K. Kuck 
RICHARD K. KUCK, P.C. 
P.O. Box 1320 
408 Sherman Ste. 205 




Judge John Patrick Luster 
Kootenai County Courthouse 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-9000 
I served a true and correct copy 






4687 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208)263-5494 









































PLAINTIFF'S MEMORAl'fDUM OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS-2 
21 
2 
certify that on of February. a true 
the method indicated below, and addressed to 
Richard K. Kuck 
RJCHARD K. KUCK, P.C. 
1320 
Sherman Ave., Ste. 205 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1320 
(208) 
Alene, ID 83 81 
Mary 
Plaintiff Pro 
4687 Upper Pack Road 
Sandpoint, 83864 




















I. FACTS ON RECORD RELEVANT THIS MOTION 
enter into a 
.._._,,,._L'-'"-• ACTING AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF CLARK/PANDREA TRUST, 
THE TERMS OF THE CONTRACT AGREEMENT 
2 , 20 I 0, Clark had own 
1 
as the Clark Trust. 
June 2 J, 2010, and acting on behalf of the Clark/Pandrea Trust as the Trustee for the 
Kari A. Clark did remove "all" properties from the Clark/Pandrea Trust in 
the terms of the C lark/Pandrea that ofanv 
Trust was in 
on 
terms as 













to Trust on April 9, 
C. CLARK FORCED PANDREA TO SUE HER TO RECOVER REAL 
PROPERTYBELONGING TO PANDREA FOR THE COMMON BENEFIT OF THE 
TRUST 
Clark had notice of Pandrea's concerns about the removal of the properties from the 
Clark/Pandrea and that Clark, acting as Trustee on behalf of the Clark Pandrea Trust, did 
transfer all but one-half of Parcel I to 'sown A. Clark Clark did not respond to 
s Mr. Douglass Marfice and Mr. Theron 
11 . 11, Pandrea, as was to sue 
Clark/Pandrea Trust. 
a as Trustee 
Clark/Pandrea Trust. 
D. PANDREA IS THE PREVILING PARTY IN THIS ACTION 
Clark's position before trial was that she was entitled to 15 of the 20 acres that had been 
Pandrea and Clark prior to the Clark/Pandrea Trust r,,..,,,,t,nn in 2002. Pandrea's 
position was that the 20 acre properties should be divided appropriately after taking into account 
the contributions by the Trustee's to improve and maintain the properties. 
At 
position 
the trial in 
conclusion of trial, Pandrea was the prevailing party as this Court adopted 
the 20 acre properties after considering the contributions from each 
Findings of Fact 
case on August 16, 2012. 
Conclusions 






















r.rr,nfH'P•,t resolution is better by evidence 
partition. Pandrea property 
acres IS to Parcel, and Pandrea r~,·="'"~" 
out buildings, and other improvements, as well as 
money on a log and outbuildings, 
m and can 
IN SUPPORT COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES-4 





























B. ~~., ~~g- SIGNED A LEGALLY 
FOR THE 
any 
court may include 
by any statute or 
contract. 





was signed by A. Clark and Mary Pandrea 2002. 
Contract agreement are analogous as "an agreement, to 
do or not to do a particular tiling. Edwards v. Kearzey, 96 U. 599, 24 Ed. 793; or a 
or cause; or 
a deliberate between competent parties, upon a consideration, to or 
some in to 
ACTING AS TRUSTEE ON BEHALF OF THE 
VIOLA TED THE TER\.-1S THE CONTR,\CT AGREEMENT 



























unilateral control over 
Trust in clear contravention terms 
TORY:VO. 
terms of the Clark/Pandrea under IX §9.2 to 
the lifetime of Trustors, the Trustee may Trust Indenture with 





a to Trust 
Trust assets in the Pandrea had a 
to return assets to Clark/Pandrea benefit 
m 
D. CLARK FORCED PANDREA TO SUE HER TO RECOVER REAL 
PROPERTYBELONGING TO PANDREA FOR THE COMMON BENEFIT OF THE 
TRUST 
In complete disregard for the Clark/Pandrea Trust Agreement, Clark, acting as trustee on 
Clark/Pandrea Trust removed all properties This 
but to common 
Due to assets were 
to status to the formation of the Clark/Pandrea 


























or other P.VPrf'lC 
expretiisly or implication, in them, 
upon a or impiied in 




























In court may award reasonable 
the court may pamJegal fees, to the 
by any statute or~~=~ 
as a matter to or 
court. 
to an IS a 
costs. m consider 
m relief sought the respective parties. The 
to an action prevailed in part and did not 
the costs between and among the 
and m 
pursue a claim under IC 12-12 
which at the discretion 






































as a matter 
L filing 
2. Actual fees service or in the action whether a 
or other person. 
fees $20.00 m a other than a party or 
or m trial an 
expenses witnesses who travel transportation. other than a party. 




5. or as ma or 
an action. 
6. Reasonable costs preparation of models, maps, photographs, or 
evidence as exhibits in a or ofan not 
sum of $500 for all such exhibits of each party. 
7. Cost all bond premiums. 
8. Reasonable expert witness fees for an expert at a deposition or at a 
sum of for each appearances. 
9. 0 




























to consideration under 
Idaho 
must 
divided, in proportion to 
be 
CONCLUSION 
this Court grant 
14 
), 
































4687 Upper Pack 
Sandpoint, Idaho 












Plaint~[{. Pro Se 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
OF OF IDAHO, IN 
a single woman, ) 
) 
) 
A. CLARK, a woman ) 
as of the Kari Clark ) 
Dated June 21, 2010 
Defendant. ) 
) 
A. CLARK, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 




MARY PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary Pandrea Revocable Trust. 
u/a April 9, 2002 ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
FOR THE OF BONNER 
ll-835 
PANDREA'S AFFIDAVIT FOR 
AND ATTORi~EY FEES 





















I hereby certify that on 
the 111e:th1)d uau,~UCvU 
Richard K. Kuck 
RICHARD K. KUCK, 
P.O. Box 1320 
408 Sherman Ste. 
Coeur d'Alene. ID 81 l 
(208) 667-3379 
Coeur Alene. ID 8381 
AFFIDAVIT OF PANDREA-4 










4687 Upper Pack River Road 








) OF FINAL 





PARTITION AND CLARIFICATION 
A. ) 
PANDREA, a single woman 






OF HER MOTION FOR 









result in Pandrea · s property 
the easement 
ordinances. Pandrea would not 
Certificate of Compliance must be 
for improvements or additions to 
on her property. 
s 
or equitable 
are m co tenants 
tenants or tenants in common, in one l or 
or for an 
according to 
or a 
and Article l 
is controlling is a 
Ill case 
to meet the Bonner Land Requirements. 
the Bonner County 
to obtain a Certificate of Compliance from the A 
prior to the acceptance of any future building permits 
a Pandrea would be greatly prejudiced 
§6-501). 
any or is not 
I retained 
OF FINAL ORDER/DECREE OF PARTJTION-2 
new ovvners are not have a impact on 
rights. and Decree handed down by the Court on January 14 is 
prejudicial to Pandrea, and contradicts the intent of Idaho Code 
In the should the Pandrea·s argument for m 
way (right Pandrea requests this a 
Marquette, to an easement upper access 
Clark 
as is no described access 
As concern. value 
easement that has n!PC'f'f<1•n,c,n Pandrea's property. appraisals 
easement 
at a future 
(per the requirements 
driveway ending at the house. 
statutes) were based on 
Pandrea even 
without a Certificate of Compliance, it would be greatly devalued 
an easement that crosses the only buildable portion of the property. Pandrea would 
greatly prejudiced. (Idaho Code §6-501). 
And finally, clarification is needed as to the JRS Survey prepared by John Marquette, 
revision #5. The easement described by Clark on the survey purports to be entirely on the 
road .. across Pandrea · s property. There is no evidence on record to support that 
fact certainly findings this to 
on 
parties, are the existing road either at the house; or 







































properties on I to 
I that F. Clark had granted prior to his passing, the most recent belonging to the Long Lake 
Company in 1973. This was necessary as it \Vas not clear when Tucker Engineering 
described the properties being severed into new area of the Clark property the 
easements were intended to access. Although the .. existing road" described by Tucker 
easement on Parcel I \Vas never 
become 
980, Clark Trust 5 acres home as 
which land to Parcel L In 1 
portion of Parcel I was part 
that abutted the easement 
Engineering in 1 t, portion of the easement 
was ever used as it was the only existing on described easement. IS 
the legally described utility easement by right-of-vvay. and runs the both ending 
immediately after crossing Tavern and reaching the area where the Caretaker's IS 
located. and where the house on Parcel I is also located. In 1991, Kari A. Clark purchased a 15-
acre parcel from the Harry and Edith Clark Trust. This parcel is adjacent to the 5-acre parcel. A 
small portion of this property comprises former pasture of the Harry F. Clark farm: the 
the property being the higher surrounding the 
easement was granted on that deed over the road·' 
A. Mary 
PLAINTiFF"S RECONS!DERA TION/CLAR1FICA TION OF 



















Judgment a second time on 
Judgment and Decree of Partition. On 








the easement the 
states in a or 
in 





where the residence(s) are situated on property to on 
survey map relative to the Clark easement described by John JRS Surveying (see 
Site Survey below) 
As m easement comes 




























even take into account the zoning violations for the larger buildings by the barn area. 
,..,: ,. 
/.,, ;.- -, ,•,, 
,·. : .... , . 
.4H ' --.........; 
VI I'!· I ·: c' [. · 
Photograph of Trailer and Addition from Lance Miller survey depicted below: 
CLARK EASEMENT (POB) 
PLAfNTIFF'S RECONS!DERAT!ON/CLAJUflC,A.TJON OF FINAL ORDER/DECREE OF PART!TlON-9 
j_ 
easement 
easement to be 
all 
means 
Laws. so be it. I can 
not 
to make a special 
2013.3: ·31 m) 
is not 
issue such a 




ORDEWDECREE OF PARTITION- 0 






of constitutional restrictions. govern, restrict, regulate the conduct individuals 
2 and businesses for the promotion and public health, morals, and 
police 
A 
PLAINTIFF'S OF FINAL ORDER/DECREE OF PARTITION-
"Wben this a restriction upon use of buildings or or 
5 
spaces than are imposed by other codes, resolutions. rules 
regulations, or covenants, o,f this Title shall control". (Ord 140, 
1-1980) 
Additional authority, that is applicable to this case, which involves the granting an 
access upon t1oodway land, comes BCPC l which further provides that: 
J_ 
regulations and standards 
to natural 5 LI 
Judicial Authoritv Over Real Property in Bonner Countv 
Title 6 Chapter 5, which addresses partitioning laws in Idaho, can be generally 
as follows: "An action be brought by one (1) or more co-tenants --for a partition 
according to the resoec:t1 persons and for a 
2 property, or a part thereof, if it appears that a partition cannot be made without great prejudice to 
2 the mvners §6-501): that the court ''must order a partition according to the respective rights 
the parties as ascertained by the court, and appoint three (3) referees 1 therefore; §6-512): 
divide the property and allot thereof to respective 
quantity relatively considered, according to the respective rights of the parties as 
did not 
Pandrea. 





















not be legally divided under the 
IS to 
in 119 i88, 
Court wrote: 
l. 
statute requires as 
That the District Court exceeded its authority under our statutes can be seen: 




owners cannot property in a court must a 





is to "'according 
cannot those property rights. court's function when deciding a partition action is not 
to create new interests in property held by tenants in common, but is merely to sever the 
possession owned by tenants:' lwartinez v. kfartinez (Colo.App. I 98 l ). 638 P.2d 834, 836 
Johnson v. Ford (1961), 233 Ark. 504,345 S.W.2d 604). 
a partition court to impose servitudes not authorized by statute turns the judge a 
subject property. However, a partition 
is not a court can impose 
over the objection, convenient 
flexibility which the trial court when acting in equity is circumscribed 
statutes To allow courts to beyond the statute what 
occurred here: a loss ofproperty interests, for purposes of a convenient division, which 
violated a fundamental constitutional right. 
Bonner County Planning Department 
In an attempt to fmd illumination in this matter, Pandrea contacted the Bonner 
Planning Department on January 27, 2014 and requested clarification as to the Bonner County's 
position in this matter. The following response was received on January 30, 2014: 
Bonner County Planning Department is in receipt of your letter requesting comment on 
pending litigation involving land located in Bonner County. The planning 
this letter 14. 
I reviewed your letter with the Bonner County Civil Council. 
Based the fact that this matter is pending before Bonner 








THE FACTS AND ON RECORD 
TO DESCRIBE REAL PROPERTY 
HER EGRESS AND INGRESS TO 
court once are as 
that follows a landlocked 
535. 681 IOI I I 
as 
of January 24, 2014. Pandrea was awarded 12.814 acres 









Clark to describe an easement to It was 
this matter was not 
might 




an easement "en 
12 in this case Parcel 
to 
only issue in CV-20 I 1334. regarding Parcel L is Pandrea has an easement 
or appurtenant" to her across the is no di!)pute as 
to or not is already a legally to 
Pandrea's 
I) the 











it could find favor of Pandrea as is indisputable 
that the language provided above created an easement appurtenant. While the language of 
the easement identifies no or servient estate, it gives a right of access to Pandrea 
and Clark (as co-tenants for Parcel I only) for a road right of way and for utilities, which 
serves the land directly as opposed to Pandrea and Clark personally. Even if there were 
doubt whether this language creates an easement appurtenant, the presumption in Idaho 
rests in finding that an easement appurtenant was created. However, the Court 
no determination on at present as is no admissible 
before 
At no did Court to Pandrea 
easement to Parcel I by way of the driveway across 
to Court 
·'The that goes through Thornton is the old 
Cabin which is where Mary Pandrea claims her Parcel one (I). That was a driveway. not 
an easement access, road to other property. It was Clark's own house. 
hearing at 2.34: 
In response this Court stated: 
"WelL it sounds like we're re-hashing an old discussion. because I knmv the order that I 
was going to sign certainly was going to make it clear that this Court is not granting any 
easement across the That is not this Court has the 
only with respect to an easement across the parcel 
Pandrea clarification on the lack of··admissible evidence" as these documents had been 
submitted in the pleadings and the interrogatories on record at the time of the hearing. 










we believe Ma,y 
to herself, to access 
side 
easement that 
some reason. case 
IS 
m no \:vay 
IS IW on record to 
in 1980. 
or after 
JRS in his attempt to appease 





as it \\as 
easement. 










easements Parcel I". has entered a 
accessing 




continued use easement. 
an access easement come 
upper access the old logging accesses the on 
D. THE SURVEY MAP REFLECTS INFORMATION THAT WAS NOT BASED ON 
ESTABLISHED FACTS OF RECORD IN THIS CASE 
s 
At 
course proceedings it was a partial on 
I, and 






is no on to establish an new 
through has been described by JRS Surveying on 
survey adopted this Court. In contrast, Clark's own witness, Terri Boyd-Davis, 
that placed end of the road" at or near the barn area. 
Boyd-Davis described the location of the properties while using (35) thirty-five photo 
Using the thirty Boyd-Davis at the beginning 
access and onto the Clark property; 
side in these : onto 
IS past the structure and to the 
the back side of Pandrea·s property. 
not one any ··existing any 
this Court. It was not number l) thirty-one ,Exhibit 1 
the road .. as she stated that ·'number ( I (photo 31 shows 
past some of the buildings, that's on the Pandrea parcel, and it just shows that the 
road that exists there currently" (Audio of hearing on l-14-2013). After completely walking this 
Court through (30) thirty photographs depicting Boyd-Davis' course of travel, that exited by way 
of Pandrea · s property , not one mention of the '·existing road" was ever made, until photo 
is taken right next to the barn and shop on Pandrea's property. 
Pandrea has also never provided any evidence to support any facts that a road ever 
through property. Pandrea has always maintained that a roadway did not 
Creek and asserts that 
contrast to what Kari Clark has brought into court floating on inner 








This small strip land 




never, ever seen 













JRS easement survey is subjective, inaccurate and contradicts the evidence 
on request this Court 
an error, or in the as to m 
as s as a 
PLAINTIFF'S RECONSIDERATION/CLARIFICATION ORDER/DECREE OF PARTITION-22 
contrast $1 








This does include the home remodel 
1 This calculation was based on the measurement of 14.68' 
264.24 square feet and the measurements 
1054.48 by the 10· in width for 10.544.80. 
43.580 square feet. 

















CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 
the foregoing by the method indicated below, and 
p.jchard K~ Kuck 
RICHARD K. KUCK, P.C. 
P.O. Box 1320 
408 Sherman Ste. 205 





Kootenai County Courthouse 
PO 9000 
Coeur ID 83816-9000 
to the following: 
US Mail 






Pla~tiff, Pro Se 
a true 
4687 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
(208)263-5494 
correct 
PLAINTIFF'S RECONSIDERATION/CLARIFICATION OF FINAL ORDER/DECREE OF PARTITION-24 
1 
to 
0 SITE SURVEY FOR MARY PANDREA 
LOCATED IN A PORTION OF SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 11, 
TOWNSH IP 59 NORTH, RANGE 2 WEST, B. M. , BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO. 
TRAILER 8' 
ADD I TION. 
CENTERLINE OF ~"' 
ROAD AS SURVEYED __,,. "'-~ "'-
01 -29-14 AND , · 




PANDREA TO CLARK ~~~'). 
EASEMEN T AS SHOWN ~ ~ "'- /d<l-
ON KAR I CLARK Y"'- "'- tj 
SURVE Y. "'--~ (;~ 
10' WIDE_, / ~ 
EASEMENT ' "'- t (j LEGEND "'-·~~ ~ 
o 5/W REBAR WITH YELLOW "'J ~ - ,::,'?' 
PLASTIC CAP BY PLS 5087. ("'- di OJ 
D 5/8' REBAR WITH NO CAP. f' 
NORTH 
l' = 40 FEET 
\_ 18' EASEMENT 
AT BRIDGE. 
BASIS OF BEARING 
RECORD OF SURVEY BY PLS 7877 
FOR KAR I CLARK. 
LANCE G. MILLER, P .L.S. 
PO BOX 2523 
SANDPOINT, ID. 83864 




January 30, 2014 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4687 Upper Pack River Road 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
ty Planr, itig Department 
rights and enhaniing property values .... " 
Clare Marley, A!CP 
Planning Director 
RE: Request for comment on pending litigation, (No assigned file number} 
Dear Ms. Pandrea: 
Bonner County Planning Department is in receipt of your letter requesting comment on pending 
litigation involving land located in Bonner County. The planning department received this letter 
January 28, 2014. 
i have reviewed your letter with Bonner County civil counse l. 
Based upon the fact t hat this matter is pending before the courts, Bonner County Planning Department 
will not provide any comment or take any action on this matter at this t ime. 
Once the cou rt has issued its decision, please contact th is department so that the county can 
determine its course of action. Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
%. 7r1n /i , I J /J t !) ll'cL / ~AZ tl/7 A 
,l('' 
Clare Marley, AICP .·, 
I I 
Bonner County Planning Director 
C: Larry Goins, Bonner County Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
Bonner County Board of Commissioners 
1500 Highwoy 2, Suite 208, Sondpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone {208} 265-1458 • Fox {208} 265-1463 
email: plonninq@co.bonner.id.us - Web site: www.co.bonner.id.us 
,:;,b 21 4 2 57PM RI HARDKKUCKPL C 
THE DISTRICT 
STATE 
P ANDREA, a single woman, 
Defendant. 
... ~,~--u A. CLARK. a :single woman 
as Trustee Kari A. 
Mary Pandrea Revocable 
2002 and June 








E. P A.t"l\IDREA, a single woman) 
,----u, and as Trustee of the Kari A 







Feb 21 2014 2:57PM Rir~RRDKKUCKPLLC 
an 





content of the Plaintiff's 
5 










This Motion is supported fae Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion 
to Disallow Costs and Attorney Fees contemporaneously herevvith. 
d} 5+ day Febr\lafY 2014. 
RICHARD K. KCCK, PLLC 
"---Richard Kuck 
Attorney forDe endant 
DEFENDA.i'JT'S MOTION TO DISALLOW 
FEES AND COSTS TO PLAINTIFF MARYE. PAI'ITIREA - 2 
p.2 
I 








RI RDKKUCKP L 2086673379 p.3 
I 






KARI A CLARK, a single woman 
as Trustee of the Kari 
A. Pandrea 
9, 2002 and Dated June 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. 








E. P At~REA, a single woman) 
as Trustee Kari ) 
and Mary A. Pandrea Revocable Trust,) 
u/a April 9, 2002 ) 
Counter-defendant 
208Pt:;7337S p. 1 
I 
e 20 4 2 5SPM RJrl-JARDKKUCKP LC 
Memorandum in support 
4 
5 
Plaintiff Mary E. Pandrea. 
6 
7 
A .. Introductory Statement 
Court is well acquainted with the facts 
208l"'S7337S 
case, which was filed by 
9 gyrations had become jointly ovvned by she and her sister, Kari A. Clark 
Trial 'W'aS 
ofthe 
June and during the trial Pandrea abandoned her attempt to 
the ill 
, Clark requested 
to was 
parcel consisting of approximately 5.3 acres, which included all of the structures, a 
lark parcel consisting of approximately 15 acres. August 16, 2012 
Decision Re: Court Trial adopted Pandrea's post-trial formula of awarding Pandrea eleven 
acres and Clark nine (9) acres of real property to compensate Pandrea for 
20 she incurred improving maintaining the property, t.'le rejected Pandrea' s 
21 to a compensation payment. The most 
22 
23 
when Pandrea submitted a survey of proposed partition in response to the August 
16, 2012 Decision Re: Court trial which entirely deviated 
24 
the partition she had 
roposed in her post-trial brief and then the seemingly endless series of motions to 
IN SUPPORT 
ATfORi"\JEYS FEES 
MARYE. PANDREA- 2 
p.2 
I 
Fe 4 2 5SPM RICHARDKKUCKPLL 
Following trial, 
which this case was 
it is true that during trial Pandrea au,a.u .. ,u .. J,,,,,..,. 
until 
08 3379 p.3 
a 
Feb 4 2 5 PM R r4AR KK CKPL 
the 
...... ~ .... .,,..+., she proposed in her survey. 
survey, and proposed 
2osi::-c:73379 
not J; a.uw.,-;a 
evidenced by 
to 
continue even now post-judgment), IT'l""11"1TP•f1 an easement access to 
In taking into consideration "the judgment or 
prevailing party, Because 1-';;,1nt1,r"' 
9,;:i,µµu,.......,,"" to any prevailing party lS to an 
p.4 
Feb 2 20 4 3:00PM RJrHARDKKUCKPLLC 209ci:;73379 
II 
Because Pandrea can not said to be a in this matter so as to 
1"""h1~' an award of attorney fees and costs under Idaho Code § 12-120 or 12-121 to receive 
such an award, Pandrea must establish an independent hasis for her request. 
Pandrea's claim that attorney fees should be awarded under the terms of a contract 
8 is misleading to the Court since partition action was not brought on behalf of the 
9 




the common benefit 
(Emphasis added.) 
she upon a "contract," namely the 
Pandrea'srepresentationsto Court in that regard are mis.leading. Pandrea did 
Clark/Pandrea Trust. She sued in her 
individual capacity seeking only a partition and of the property. Additionally, she sued 
21 Clark Clark's individual capacity and in her capacity as a Trustee of the ''Kari A. Clark 
22 
23 
Trust u/a Dated June 21, 2010" but not in Clark's capacity as a Trustee of the 
Clark/Pandrea Trust. 
24 
25 The Clark/Pandrea Trust was never a party to 
26 Jmake it a party by trying to use the trust as a basis 
ll 
II DEFEl\lJM'T'S MEMORA!',.TIUM sLrpPoRT 
II ATTORNEYS I PANDREA-5 
action and Pandrea may not 





4 PM RI RDKKUC L 20866733 
disbursements, must 
... uuw ......... to share :in divided, in onJo<,rt1 
and may be included and spe:c1tied 
case they shall be a on shares, 
by execution against such shares and _ ..... u,n 
by the respective parties. however, H'-'S""""""' 
the parties only, the court may require the._,,..,..,,.,,,.,..,., 
paid by the parties thereto, or any of them. 
fees as Code§ Pandrea's request 
misplaced. § 6-545 are not costs to a 
costs 
p.6 







PM RI YARDKKUCKPLLC 
costs under Idaho 
is 




granted. As a 
matter 






3:00PM RICHARDKK CKPLLC 2086673379 
"The court cannot sua sponte 
Idaho 420, 424 999); MDS Investments, LLC v, State ofidaho, 
Idaho 456, 465 
In matter at bar, Pandrea cites to I.R.C.P. 54(e)(1) and Idaho Code§ 6-546 as 
not to costs. Due to 
an 
claimed fees and costs must 
manner. Pandrea's claims 
Pandrea's reliance upon 
) 
particularity a 
costs this matter, Clark submits 
or costs. Pandrea is not a 
an award of attorneys fees and costs 
are not supported Idaho §§ 121 nor 6-545. Pandrea's claims an 
award of attorney fees and costs are not supported any relevant contract and her claims 
are facially deficient under the applicable law. 
p.8 
I 
eb 4 PM R HARDKKUCKP LC 2081=!1=,73379 p.9 
